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Abstract
Internet of Things (IoT) services are gradually attaining the expected
service growth rate estimated by market actors. New connectivity paradigms,
like the low-power wide-area network (LPWAN), have emerged to address the
immediate challenges of IoT connectivity service. In addition, a plethora of
new connectivity and application platforms have been developed to support
IoT services. Until now, the majority of IoT services have been small scale
deployments or trials. The overall cost-effectiveness and scalability aspects of
IoT service provisioning are still not well understood. Hence, the growth of
IoT services requires attention from a multidisciplinary perspective to address
the cost-efficient scalability of IoT communication and service platforms.
The technical part of this thesis focuses on the impact of multiplicity on
the physical random access channel (PRACH) performance. We investigate
the performance limitations of the initial access resource allocation, considering the multiplicity effect on physical layer signature detection to ensure
uniform accessibility of devices. The performance evaluation reveals that
MAC-protocol designed for PRACH needs to consider the realistic impact of
multiplicity on signature detection. Then, we propose an efficient algorithm
to detect multiplicity with a higher confidence factor. We also investigate
the trade-off of random-access collision and resource allocation utilisation to
meet the IoT resource utilisation requirements. We propose a pool-based
resource allocation procedure that uses supervised learning to optimise the
performance of early data transmission (EDT). Our analysis suggests that
with this approach, EDT can handle delay constraint IoT services efficiently.
The economic part of the thesis addresses the cost-structure and scalability aspects of both connectivity and platform solutions. The overall research
question is: "What factors are driving the costs of IoT connectivity and platform services and why?" We have developed a framework for cost structure
analysis of IoT services. We present cost structure breakdown analysis for
both IoT connectivity and IoT platform services. The evaluation results discuss conditions when a platform service provider should choose a platform as
a service (PaaS), and when on-premises platform deployment is viable.
The technical study contributes to shaping the assessment metrics of the
random-access algorithm selection. This study proposes solutions to support
heterogeneous IoT solutions in cellular-IoT systems. Furthermore, the study
demonstrates the potential of supervised learning to optimise resource allocation. The proposed algorithm assures service scalability in terms of user
density for massive-IoT, and delay constraint IoT use cases. The economic
study is helpful for telecom managers and IoT service providers to understand the cost breakdown of IoT connectivity and platform solutions under a
different scenario. The cost driver of different IoT communication technologies like LPWAN, LPLAN, and C-IoT can be estimated at a high level. The
framework provides a comparison base which is helpful for the actors in the
IoT domain to analyse and compare different service provisioning options.
Keywords: IoT, LPWAN, 5G, PRACH Contention Resolution, Multiplicity detection, Resource Allocation, Cost Structure.
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Sammanfattning
Tjänster baserade på Sakernas Internet, Internet of Things (IoT) ökar enligt örväntningar av olika marknadsaktörer. Nya koncept, såsom Low-power
wide-area network (LPWAN), har introducerats för att möta utmaningar
med IoT uppkoppling. Dessutom har en mängd nya plattformar för uppkoppling och applikationer för att stödja IoT-tjänster. Hittills är merparten
av IoT-systemen olika försök eller småskaliga tjänster. Fortfarande behövs
mer övergripande kunskap om kostnadseffektivitet och skalbarhetsaspekter
för IoT-tjänster. Därför kräver tillväxten av IoT-tjänster mer tvärvetenskaplig forskning kring kostnadseffektivitet och skalbarhet av IoT, både vad gäller
kommunikationstjänster och tjänsteplattformar.
Den tekniska delen av avhandlingen inriktas på effekten av multiplicitet
för PRACH-kanalen. Vi undersöker prestandabegränsningar vid resurstilldelning vid ’initial access’ med hänsyn till multiplicitet vid detektering i fysiska
lagret, allt för att säkerställa tillgänglighet för uppkopplade enheter. Utvärderingen visar att MAC-protokollet för PRACH måste ta hänsyn till verklig
inverkan av multiciplicitet vid detektering av signaturer. Vidare föreslås en
effektiv algoritm för att upptäcka multiplicitet med en högre konfidensfaktor.
Dessutom undersöks avvägning vid resurstilldelning för att möta krav på fördelning av IoT resurser. Vi föreslår en resurspoolbaserad metod som använder
övervakad inlärning för att optimera egenskaper för ’early data transmission’
(EDT). Vår analys tyder på att vi kan försäkra tillförlitliga EDT prestanda
med denna metod vilken kan vara en lösning för att hantera krav på fördröjning för IoT tjänster.
Den ekonomiska delen av avhandlingen studerar kostnadsstruktur och
skalbarhetsaspekter av både uppkoppling och plattformslösningar. Den övergripande forskningsfrågan är: "Vilka faktorer är kostnadsdrivande för IoTanslutning och plattformstjänster och varför?"Vi har utvecklat ett ramverk
för analys av kostnadsstruktur för IoT-tjänster. Vi presenterar analys med
nedbrytning av kostnader, både för IoT-uppkoppling och för IoT plattformstjänster. Resultaten anger villkor för när en tjänsteleverantör ska välja Platform as as service (PaaS) eller en egen plattformslösning.
Den tekniska delen av avhandlingen bidrar till utformning av kriterier
för utvärdering av algoritmer for resurstilldelning. Det föreslås lösningar för
heterogena IoT lösningar i C-IoT system. Vidare demonstreras möjligheter
att använda automatisk inlärning för att optimera algoritmer för resurstilldelning. Den föreslagna algoritmen medger skalbarhet uttryck i antal enheter
för ’massive IoT’ scenarios för fall med begränsningar i fördröjning.
Denna ekonomiska delen av studien kommer att vara till hjälp för telekomföretag och IoT-tjänsteleverantörer för att uppskatta fördelning av kostnader
för både IoT-anslutning och plattformslösningar för olika scenarios. Kostnadsdrivande faktorer för olika teknologier som LPWAN, LPLAN och C-IoT
kan analysera på övergripande nivå. Ramverket erbjuder olika IoT aktörer en
plattform för att analysera och jämföra olika alternativ för att tillhandahålla
olika IoT-tjänster.
Keywords: IoT, LPWAN, 5G, PRACH Contention Resolution, Multiplicity detection, Resource Allocation, Cost Structure..
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The cyber-physical world is no longer, a fiction; the Internet of Things (IoT) is
making this evident in today’s world. The IoT refers to the interconnections of
devices (like sensors and actuators) that remotely communicate with each other
and their application servers via wireless technology. Connected services range
from smart-city services to smart factory, smart home and even healthcare. Cars,
cycles, refrigerators; name any apparatus, and one can find a ’smart’ version of
the device in today’s world. Therefore, recent market research has anticipated an
exponential growth of IoT services in the coming years [3] [4]. Gartner estimates
that approximately 8 billion connected sensors and actuators have already been
deployed to date, and by the end of 2025 we will be surrounded by 20 billion
smart devices [5]. Ericsson’s report conjectured 3.5 billion cellular-IoT (C-IoT)
connections by 2025, with 30 percent annual growth [6]. Because IoT services have
triggered information and communication technology (ICT) transformation in all
business verticals, the IoT has been one of the most stimulating and featured topics
in the industry and research arena over the last eight years. Consequently, telecoms
market actors are also venturing their fortune to add a new revenue stream to their
dwindling revenue profiles.
Although there are opportunities for new sources of revenue from IoT services,
the telecoms market faces several new challenges along with many unanswered
questions on economic viability. Standardisation bodies such as the 5th Generation
Infrastructure Public Private Partnership (5G-PPP), 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP), European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), and
the European Union (EU) projects have indicated the technological and business
challenges and requirements in handling heterogeneous IoT services in a new air interface variant (AIV) [7] [8]. Meanwhile, the impact of IoT services on network and
platform deployment costs remains under-researched. The avalanche of technologies makes it hard for managers, application developers, and new market entrants
to apprehend the best-suited platform and connectivity solution from the available
market options.
3
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This study addresses one of the design requirements and challenges to enable CIoT services from a connectivity and platforms techno-economic perspective. The
main contributions of this research address two key issues:
(i) Technological barriers: Access multiplicity detection, contention resolution,
and resource utilisation techniques of the C-IoT system.
(ii) Economic barriers: Economic-Cost drivers to enable IoT communication services and platforms.
In the latter case, we investigate the cost structure to facilitate IoT communication services. We also highlight the key cost drivers of IoT communication and
platform system deployment in different deployment scenarios.
In this chapter, we first present an overview of the research area. Then, we
discuss the challenges and problem area relevant to this study.

1.1

Background

This dissertation focuses on IoT service cases from a service scalability perspective.
Accordingly, we assume that public safety and disaster management services are also
included along with other IoT services, such as metering and monitoring services
that enhance living standards. The relevant services associated with IoT are the
smart city, smart living, smart networks, smart communications, smart energy,
smart agriculture, smart forestry, and smart transportation services. In presenting
the scope of the research, three key aspects are essential, as follows: i) requirements
and challenges to enable IoT services, ii) the plethora of IoT connectivity and
platform solutions, and iii) cellular IoT service relevance in a considered service
context. The forthcoming sections will address these three topics and will lead to
the problem statement covered by this study.

1.1.1

Challenges to Enable IoT Communication Services

IoT-services introduce multifold challenges that involve technical, economic, policy,
and service collaboration and management related problems.
Technological challenges IoT services can be identified and categorised as massiveIoT, mobile broadband, and critical-IoT applications. Existing cellular systems
deal with two primary connectivity services: i) mobile broadband, and ii) voice
services, along with some value-added services like messaging. A brief characterisation of today’s cellular connectivity service sets can be presented as follows: i)
extended mobile broadband (eMBB) supporting connections with very high data
rates and reasonable rates of cell-edge users; ii) massive machine type communication (mMTC) supporting a moderate number of battery-driven IoT sensors, which
sends small data payloads sporadically; and iii) ultra-reliable low latency (URLLC)
supporting event-driven, low-latency transmissions of data with very high bit-errorrate (BER), coverage, and security from a set of terminals, such as alarm sensors,
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Figure 1.1: Service requirements map [1].
and production line monitoring sensors [9]. The requirements for these three services are vastly heterogeneous. These services create a requirements triangle for
cellular systems as depicted in Figure 1.1.
In parallel, there are economic concerns with the business model, actors’ collaboration, service, business strategy, management, policy, and viability of IoT service
deployment [10] which are as yet unanswered. As an integral part of the complex IoT ecosystem, the same concerns apply to communication service providers
(CSPs), such as telecom operators. In addition, the availability of an overabundance
of IoT communication technologies and platform solutions emphasises the concerns
over viable service provisioning. Platform and collaborative service provisioning is
a new concept for the majority of operators; notably, the impact of the platform
on IoT communication service provisioning is not clear. Also, due to the nature
of IoT traffic, data-centric deployment assessment frameworks are not enough to
realise the economic cost viability [11]. Hence, in addition to other economic concerns, it is essential to develop tools to understand the economic feasibility of IoT
communication service deployment.

1.1.2

Technological Aspect: C-IoT Connectivity Challenges

Figure 1.2 illustrates the link between service and technical requirements to comprehend the key technical challenges in the IoT service domain. Massive IoT connections are characterised by security, high connection volumes, small data traffic
volumes, low-cost devices, and longer sensor-lifetime. It is speculated that connectivity in this domain will primarily rely on short-range technology-based networks.
On the other hand, URLLC brings different types of demand to the network; such
as, broad area coverage, link reliability, service availability, low latency, and high
data throughput along with secure connectivity. Existing networks are not designed
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Figure 1.2: Mapping of IoT communication service design requirements and technical challenge priorities from the network perspective.

to support the requirements of the IoT service spectrum, along with infrequent small
data payload transmission.
Together, 5G with new radio (NR) and narrow-band (NB) technology provide
the opportunity to tackle the IoT technical challenges in a seamless cellular system.
Accordingly, 5G with network slicing and softwarisation of radio components broadens the scope to support coexistent service sets with different resource requirements.
While significant research has been conducted on how to design each service [12–14],
mechanisms to support more than one service within a 5G wireless system, have recently started to be addressed, see [9], [15], and [16]. This service heterogeneity and
coexistence pose significant challenges in the design of communication mechanisms.
Multi-service coexistence places stringent demands on heterogeneous-service reliability, resource availability, scalability, device battery-efficiency, and delay, along
with user security and privacy. The red outlined boxes in Figure 1.2 depict deployment cost, congestion control, and scalability, which are the three major challenges
studied in this thesis. This study focuses on two key connectivity issues: i) access
contention and ii) access resource utilisation and accessibility. In order to understand the scope of the problem, we describe the critical challenges of coexistence of
services in more details below.
Access Contention: In existing cellular-systems and long-term evolution for
machines (LTE-M), the allocated frequency, signature, and time resource for random access and control plane is limited. Usually, 10% of the total allocated resources are reserved for control plane and initial access. Our earlier research indicates that the existing initial access mechanism is only optimised for low traffic
load [17]. Our study indicates that the initial access collision in existing cellular
systems increases exponentially with the device increment rate. In the existing systems, more than 10 simultaneous arrivals of devices have more than a 60% chance
of having at least one collision [17]. Furthermore, in state-of-the-art narrowband
IoT (NB-IoT) systems the data, control, random access, and broadcast channels
are multiplexed in the same set of radio resources. If we consider a scenario in
which devices with inadequate coverage transmit data, as the device requires high
numbers of repetitions per packet, the random access and data channels for other
devices cannot frequently be scheduled. Furthermore, if two devices select the same
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Figure 1.3: Radio-level network slicing orchestration.

frequency slot to start the initial access (using the traditional contention method),
devices will only understand the contention at the very late stage and after many
repetitions [18]. Thus, the overall access contention increases, which affects the
end-to-end delay between devices. Hence, any cellular system needs to enhance
contention detection and resolution mechanisms.
Access Resource Utilisation and Accessibility: Thanks to softwarisation
in 5G, LTE-M, and beyond 5G solutions’ network slicing will gradually enable
the coexistence of various services in the same network. It is envisioned that services such as public protection and disaster relief, massive IoT services like the
smart city and smart home, or Industrial IoT services like smart grid and the autonomous vehicle will run alongside voice and data services. So far, network slicing
can allow the resource split at the transport to the core network level. Once a device passes through the connection procedure and receives access information, the
cellular system can ensure the required quality of service (QoS) for the connected
device. Initial access and control channels of such a network are mostly considered
a shared resource channel, as depicted in Figure 1.3. Network slicing boils down
the problem again to initial access efficiency and resource utilisation to ensure resource accessibility and availability, respectively. To exemplify this, let us assume
multiple virtual network instances share a common control channel as portrayed in
Figure 1.3. Voice, public safety, industrial sensor, and smart city services share an
LTE-M cell. Each of the services running with their own instance configuration and
service requirements of each service is different, as well the QoS and service level
agreement (SLA). If services like a smart city (with higher device density and less
service priority than other services) occupy the majority of the control channel and
PRACH resources, it may interrupt the access of other services. In such a situation,
the accessibility of other slices to access the resources may cause an impediment.
Our earlier results indicate that collision reduces the resource utilisation rate [19].
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Therefore, it is necessary to ensure resource accessibility to reduce the impact of
coexistence service slices on each other, to meet the accessibility requirements of
coexisting services.

1.1.3

Economic Aspect: A Plethora of IoT Connectivity and
Platform Solutions

Due to the growing interest in the IoT, the number of supporting connectivity
and platform solutions has escalated substantially. As a result of different use
cases, standards, and approaches, there are a wide variety and heterogeneity of
IoT connectivity and platform solutions. To date, there are around 20 connectivity
solutions and more than 50 platforms available on the market to cover the range of
IoT services [20].
None of the considered services can be supported energy-efficiently and with
robust link coverage by traditional technologies, such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, or GSM.
Therefore, low-power wide area network (LPWAN) emerged to address these gaps.
Technologies like Z-Wave, Dash 7, Bluetooth low energy (BLE), Zigbee, LoRa,
802.11ah, and 802.15.4k, developed to support short-range communications where
Fibre, digital subscriber line (DSL), or cellular connectivity like 3G and 4G are
considered as the front-haul for such communication system. On the other hand,
Sigfox, LoRaWAN, Weightless N/p, Extended Coverage-GSM (EC-GSM), LTE-M,
and NB-IoT are targeting long-range connectivity with robust coverage options [21].
Even the cellular networks are part of a long range IoT connectivity solution. Today,
three percent of the global IoT connections are on the cellular network, and the
number is increasing each year [22].
Apart from connectivity technologies, there are a variety of IoT platforms that
bridge between sensors, application, and data networks to manage tasks, devices,
and data visualisation in the delivery of IoT services. So far, hundreds of IoT platforms are available to cover all service scopes and use-cases presented in the market.
IoT platforms can be categorised based on connectivity, application, data, and device handling features. Most of these IoT platforms can be further sub-categorised
based on their usage and openness towards developers, such as open source or proprietary solutions. Also, some solutions support centralised and other cloud-based
data processing structures. Incumbent market actors like Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Ericsson, Nokia, Bosch, IKEA, ABB, and Sigfox are enlisted along with many
new entrants as platform providers in the IoT service domain.
This is making the IoT an inherently complex networking environment. Multiple
solutions are making the managerial process difficult and relatively complicated
for IoT application and platform providers. The excess variety of platforms and
connectivity solutions make it difficult for an organisation to select the right solution
to serve its IoT service purpose. In many cases, service scalability and operating
cost may increase with significant complexity when it comes to handling different
connectivity platforms under one service platform. At present, small rollout and
pilot projects are available for most of the IoT connectivity technologies. However,
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it is not clear which technology is a good fit for IoT services when it comes to
cost-efficient deployment of connectivity and platform.

1.2

Research Motivation, Problem Statement, and
Research Questions

In this section we elaborate the research motivation, objective, and the focused area
with relevant research questions.

1.2.1

Research Motivation and Aim

In the context of the IoT, the provisioning of IoT services is a multidisciplinary task.
This requires a collaborative set of actors’ efforts from vertical industries [21]. Such
a complicated set-up is challenging in terms of realising the value of service and cost
to deploy a service. As C-IoT technology is going to be the latest market entrant, it
is vital to understand the feasibility of C-IoTs’ connectivity and platform solutions
in comparison to existing cellular, low power local area network (LPLAN), and
LPWAN technologies. At the same time, there are technical challenges to establish
IoT services based on C-IoT technologies. Therefore, this study aims to address:
i) C-IoT connectivity to enhance the performance of 5G and LTE-M, and ii) IoT
connectivity and service platform deployment cost-breakdown to understand the
drivers of cost.

1.2.2

Problem Statement and Research Questions

This section describes the scope of the problem where this thesis is relevant. First,
we outline the technical challenges followed by the economic challenges along with
the research questions.
1.2.2.1

Cellular connectivity challenges

One of the critical challenges of a cost-efficient C-IoT service delivery platform is
to reduce the operating cost in terms of network and device maintenance, which
means to avoid unplanned maintenance of sensor devices like battery replacement.
In addition, the capability to provision a wide range of IoT services within a network
will reduce the overall network deployment cost per service. Furthermore, the
reusability of existing infrastructure will further reduce the service delivery cost.
To ensure the reusability of existing infrastructure, we address the following core
research question (CRQ):
• CRQ 1: Where is the fundamental scalability limit of cellular systems initial
access procedure?
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A 5G with network slicing incurs a slice-based service access guarantee, and resource allocation provides the opportunity to use various services within a network.
However, hosting URLLC and smart-city services within a connectivity platform
introduces concerns related to access unfairness. Network slicing can allow resource
allocation until the data channel. Initial access and control channels for such networks are considered a shared resource channel, as depicted in Figure 1.3. Hence,
physical layer level network slicing is desired to achieve efficient network slicing. To
address this challenge, we address the following research question.
• RQ1: How can the initial access resource allocation’s accessibility and utilisation be enhanced in a heterogeneous IoT service context?
A moderate increment of traffic (in a hard network slicing case) incurs collision and retransmission, which may lead to unplanned battery depletion and
non-uniform battery lifetime of deployed sensor networks. The conventional initial access mechanism cannot deal with such a problem efficiently in medium and
high traffic load. In addition, the primary device-battery consumption sources like
channel synchronisation, resource reservation, and channel scanning still exist in
NB-IoT and LTE-M systems. In order to address the contention resolution issues
in a coexistent service case, we address the following research questions.
• RQ2: What is the effect of multiplicity on cellular initial access preamble
detection performance?
• RQ3: How can cellular systems support heterogeneous services with cellular
IoT’s initial access procedure?
1.2.2.2

The cost structure of IoT connectivity and service platforms

The incurred challenges of IoT services are being addressed in physical layer standards and proprietary solutions, new hardware, and software platforms to new
business models and strategies. Although there are many studies on business modelling [23–26], and value network [26–28], our analysis indicates that, to the best of
our knowledge, the economic viability of cellular and non-cellular IoT connectivity
platforms from hardware plane to application plane are not well studied at the time
of writing this thesis. Given the enormous investments required to develop the new
connectivity and platform solutions, it is necessary to study economic viability as
well as the emergence of new actors and business models in the market [18].
Furthermore, recent investigations have shown interest from telecom industry
verticals to support mobile broadband, and machine-type communication services
within one technology service set [19]. It is needed to justify the cost-benefit of IoT
solutions, not only from a service efficiency perspective but also from the profitability perspective of all actors. It is evident that the main actors in the development
of new connectivity and platform solutions are the telecom actors and cross-vertical
service providers. In the literature, many incentives are present to create value from
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both the core business and technological perspectives. However, these incentives
are not well studied from the cost perspective. The cost structure of co-created
actors will provide insights to understand the drives to deliver a service. Therefore,
we address the following core research question.
• CRQ2: What factors are driving the costs of IoT connectivity and platform
services, and why?
Furthermore, the cost-benefit of C-IoT compared to the existing LPWAN and
dedicated C-IoT solutions are not clear. It is not clear how the existing dimensioning
framework can be used in the context of IoT communication services to analyse
and compare the cost-viability of different technologies. Hence, an economic cost
evaluation framework for IoT communication service is desired. To realise the cost
breakdown, a general methodology would be useful and is therefore proposed in
this thesis. In order to find the key metrics to estimate IoT connectivity service
deployment cost and compare given technologies, we seek to answer the following
question:
• RQ4: How can the cost-effectiveness of IoT connectivity and platform solutions be estimated?

1.2.3

Research Scope and Delimitations

The technical scope of this thesis is on the support for early data transmission
of a massive number of sensor devices in cellular networks. Detailed analysis of
cellular network initial access and resource allocation are undertaken. The complete
investigation space is on the access control mechanism used for the random access
procedure to establish the connection between the device and the base station.
Aspects related to radio resource management, control channel performance, data
privacy, and security are excluded from the technical scope.
The network economics scope focuses on the IoT communication service provisioning cost. We analyse the provisioning cost from an IoT CSPs perspective. Type
of providers considered in this thesis are mobile operators, cloud service providers,
platform providers, and hardware vendors. We consider the deployment scenarios,
technological options, and performance metrics in our analysis. Additional aspects
related to revenue, return of investment (RoI), and marketing are excluded from
the scope of the study. We analyse the cost drivers of the overall IoT communication service rollout, specifically focused on the Swedish market and service rollout
context. However, the proposed frameworks could be applied to another global
context.

1.3

Methodology

Methods to address techno-economic research to answer the key research questions
will be presented in this section. We considered the article âPortal of Research
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Methods and Methodologies for Research Projects and Degree Projects’ by A.
Håkansson [29] to support the decision on the research approach. Based on the
nature of the research problem, to complete the study, we used empirical, quantitative methods for technical and network economics studies.
In the technical analysis, the performance of the contention resolution and pool
based semi-static resource allocation methods were evaluated. To answer Research
Questions 2 and 3, the discrete event-based network simulation tool NS3 was used.
To answer Research Questions 1 and 4, the MATLAB long term evolution (LTE)
tool and supervised learning tool was used. We compared the performance of a
number of simultaneous devices that could be handled within a slot per frame
and per preamble. The instantaneous approach was used to model the network,
and accordingly, statistically optimal decisions were reached in case of contention
resolution. We adapted the existing LTE module to replicate the standard access
control and resource allocation procedures of LTE-M. To evaluate our proposed
model, we developed the module on top of the LTE module available in version 3.21.
To verify the correct operation of the simulation modules, we verified the correct
operation of these components using manual simulation traces. Our simulations
contained a substantial amount of debugging code, which could be turned on or off
with a flag. We generated packet traces to ensure the correct control signal flow
between server, LTE-M system, and devices. We also, ran each scenario 100,000
times and found the confidence interval of 99% for initial access results. A more
detailed explanation of the methodology, scenes, and assumptions are outlined in
Chapter 3.
In the economic analysis of IoT network’s cost structure, we performed a multidisciplinary study that included economic, business, and technical aspects. Simplified models were elaborated using an econometric methodology to obtain a rudimentary understanding. Quantitative research was conducted to provide a profitability
analysis of IoT technologies and platforms. We analysed the cost structure of two
essential parts of the IoT service delivery platform: i) network deployment and ii)
service platform. In our adapted model, we used the holistic approach of cost structure analysis. A complete business case analysis would, in essence, be required to
understand the overall deployment decision. However, this was considered outside
of the scope of this study. We delimited the problem by focusing on the deployment cost of network infrastructure, sensor devices, and platform. For the analysis
of network deployment cost, capacity, and overall deployment strategies, we used
the general approach proposed by Jan Markendahl [30]. This included network
modelling and dimensioning of cost structure and financial analysis. This method
builds upon the general approach proposed by Johansson [31], but with high-level
details of the modelling.
For the dimensioning of infrastructure capacity, we considered an average number of sensor devices in an area and their duty cycle. The analysis used empirical estimates of the network costs from primary data sources accumulated and
presented in the EU project METIS-II deliverable [32]. Variations in the different analysis scenarios were characterised by sensor device density, duty cycle, the
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packet error rate of radio access technology in the licensed and unlicensed band, and
payload size requirements. Analysis of IoT service platform’s cost structure utilised
an exploratory approach. To derive the cost structure study of software platforms,
the critical differentiation of the analytical approach was that we had to quantify
the software and software maintenance costs. There is no simple method available
today to make an accurate cost estimation required for a platform project. Furthermore, due to the lack of details of product functionality at the planning phase,
the uncertainty of cost estimation was very high. To deal with such uncertainties,
we used algorithmic cost modelling, which takes an empirical approach to map the
cost drivers and build a model that reflects the cost drivers impact. We obtained
hardware costs separately, as the software cost estimation method usually does not
include hardware costs in the overall software cost estimation. We partially adopted
the framework proposed in [33] for hardware dimensioning, especially for operation
expenditure (OPEX) cost estimation. For the capital expenditure (CAPEX) of
hardware, we used the more general formulation of the hardware characteristics,
which is explained in detail in Paper [34]. For the software cost calculation, we
adapted the Constructive Cost Model II (COCOMO II) [35, 36] model along with
programme evaluation and review technique (PERT) model [37] to estimate the
man-hour to develop a platform. The detailed method is discussed in Section 3.1.2.

1.4

Summary of Contributions

Next, we present a summary of contributions associated with the research problems
and questions discussed in Section 1.2.

1.4.1

Initial Access Multiplicity Detection

We provide a sanity check to exhibit the key constraint of cellular systems collision detection and collision order detection at the physical layer. We analyse the
detection of the preamble at time and power level, and time and frequency level.
We analyse and outline the collision phenomenon that is valid for physical layer
detection and MAC layer collision resolution mechanisms. Our analysis provides
a realistic formulation of MAC level collision detection probability, which shows
the apparent limits of optimistic assumption and needs to reconsider a realistic
assumption for collision detection in cellular systems. Furthermore, we propose a
novel carrier frequency-shift based mechanism to detect the order of collision and
enhance the performance of the order of collision detection. Our results show the
perspective of detection improvement of multiplicity detection performance, which
will fundamentally improve the performance of collision resolution methods. The
detailed mechanism is outlined in Section 4.2, and reflected in Paper A.
• Paper A- "Collision Multiplicity Detection: Challenges, Solutions, and Impacts on Cellular Random Access"; Mohammad Istiak Hossain, Amin Azari,
and Jens Zander; IEEE VTC-Spring; 2020.
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1.4.2

Initial Access Contention Resolution

We provide a quantification of the limitations of existing initial access mechanisms
and channel of LTE-A systems to support IoT traffic. Our analysis is based on
four parameter indicators: delay, success rate, collision rate, and resource utilisation. We further investigate other congestion control methods, such as barring and
back off based on the abovementioned parameters. Then, we propose and evaluate
the performance of a novel mechanism to enable faster contention resolution with
enhanced resource utilisation. Our proposed initial access method provides the
device cognisance about the possible delay in an early step of the access process
and helps the device to avoid any possible collision. Our results show significant
improvement of initial access performance of existing systems, which are presented
in Section 4.2. The details of the mechanism and analysis outcome can be found in
Papers B and C. The traffic model and dimensioning of the random access channel
(RACH) resource is explained in Paper D.
• Paper B- "DERA: Augmented Random Access for Cellular Networks with
Dense H2H-MTC Mixed Traffic"; Mohammad Istiak Hossain, Amin Azari,
Jens Zander;IEEE GLOBECOM Workshop; 2016.
• Paper C- "Enhanced Random Access: Initial Access Load Balance in Highly
Dense LTE-A Networks for Multiservice (H2H-MTC) Traffic"; Mohammad
Istiak Hossain, Amin Azari, Jan Markendahl, Jens Zander; IEEE ICC; 2017;.
• Paper D- "RACH Dimensioning for Reliable MTC over Cellular Networks";
Amin Azari, Mohammad Istiak Hossain, and Jan Markendahl; IEEE VTC;
2017.
In Paper D, the author contributed to formulating the problem, traffic modelling, simulation, and partially on analytical analysis. The author acknowledges
the valuable contribution of Amin Azari on developing the traffic and analytical
model.

1.4.3

Resource Allocation

We propose learning-based semi-granted scheduling for resource allocation to handle collision more efficiently in a semi-granted manner that can assure fairness in
resource allocation for services like public safety. Also, we illustrate a novel way to
transmit one extra bit during initial access. This method can avail the network slicing at the physical layer and base station can assure certain service quality from the
first step of connection established procedure. Section 3.4 elaborates both methods
and the associated results. Learning based semi-granted scheduling is outlined in
Paper E.
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• Paper E- "Enhanced Early Data Transmission in Cellular-IoT: A Supervised
Learning Approach to Optimized Resource Pool Allocation"; Mohammad Istiak Hossain, Raihan-ul-Islam, Amin Azari, Karl Andersson, and Jan Markendahl; IEEE ICC; 2020.

1.4.4

IoT Network-Economics

We propose a framework for IoT communication services cost analysis, to assess
the profitability of services and their associated deployment options. This will help
operators to understand the cost breakdown of a LPWAN technology under different
scenarios and business conditions. The viability of different IoT communication
technologies can be estimated at high level. Papers F and G outline the details of
the framework. Then we use the framework to identify the key cost drivers of IoT
connectivity technologies. We present a quantitative analysis of IoT communication
infrastructure rollout under eight different scenarios reflecting the reference and
boundary conditions (see Paper F). Our study includes, cellular-IoT, LPLAN, and
LPWAN technologies cost structure in both urban and rural city contexts. We
show in what possible context C-IoT, LPWAN, and LPLAN deployment is viable.
Also, one of the main contributions of this paper is to showcase the necessity of
heterogeneous technology rollout to achieve overall service level cost efficiency.
• Paper F- "A Comparative Study of IoT-Communication Systems Cost Structure: Initial Findings of Radio Access Networks Cost"; Mohammad Istiak
Hossain, Lu Lin, and Jan Markendahl; IEEE 11th CMI International Conference: Prospects and Challenges Towards Developing a Digital Economy
within the EU; 2018.
• Paper G- "Comparison of LPWAN Technologies: Cost Structure and Scalability"; Mohammad Istiak Hossain, and Jan Markendahl; Telecommunication
Policy, Elsevier; 2019.
Furthermore, we provide a generic framework of IoT platform service provisioning cost. Our proposed framework considers both hardware and software development cost. This tool is handy for small actors, service providers, and operators to
understand the overall cost structure of IoT platform service. Paper H presents
details of the framework. We further present a qualitative analysis of platform service feasibility under different software size and hardware deployment options. We
show how market share target can affect the service provisioning decisions.
• Paper H- "Techno-Economic Framework for IoT Service Platform: A CostStructure Aspects of IoT Service Provisioning"; Mohammad Istiak Hossain,
Niroop Kumar, and Jan Markendahl;IEEE Internet of Things Journal; 2019.
Our comparative analysis will contribute to extending the understanding of IoT
connectivity and platform services viability in different service scalability contexts
to demonstrate the cost breakdown of IoT services scalability.
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In Paper F and H, the author contributed to the formulation of the problem and
cost structure framework for IoT communication systems. The authors acknowledge Lu Lin’s valuable contribution to enhancing the IoT communication service
expense model and implementing frameworks in different situations. Also, the authors acknowledge Niroop Kumar’s invaluable contribution in implementing the
framework for analyzing the effectiveness of the IoT platform cost structure.

1.5

Ethical Aspect of the Research

In this study, we develop algorithms to imitate and optimise an inevitable phenomenon of a specific system (in this case, LTE-A and LTE-M). No ethical issues
have been raised during the study. Further, we did not breach any policy during
the study. Our research is based on extensive simulation-based observation and
detailed analysis of a specially formulated problem statement. We conducted all
our measurements based on simulation tools that are opensource, well accepted,
and widely used by the scientific community (see Chapter 3). In addition, all our
generated source codes are open and available upon request. The source codes are
available to facilitate the reproducibility of our results.

1.6

Sustainable Development

The implementation of our proposals in the real system will improve the resource
allocation uniformity of future C-IoT systems deployment. We anticipated that the
impact of the research outcomes might have the following implications:

Economic Aspects
The technical study of C-IoT systems dealing with optimised resource utilisation
and efficient collision handling means a cell can handle more devices if there is
enough computing power available at the baseband. As a result, the CSP can
support massive-IoT services without densifying the network for a more extended
period. Also, the network product lifetime will increase unless there is any rapid
change over the traffic usage pattern. This may assure the CSP investors RoI. In
addition, our collision resolution research can improve power utilisation by ensuring
less retransmission and retry, which can enhance the uniformity of deployed devices
battery lifetime. In other words, all the devices of a service battery usage will be
identical. Hence, service providers need to spend less on device support. Indeed, the
device malfunction is not considered in this case. The economic study contributes
with a framework to compare the cost and effect of IoT communication technologies
and platforms deployment. This will undoubtedly be beneficial for the IoT service
providers and CSPs to perform their requirement specific sensitivity analysis to
investigate the cost-performance and compare technologies and strategies to find a
sustainable economic solution.
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Ecological Aspects
Our research implicitly promotes ecological sustainability. Supporting a large number of devices with a cell means we do not need to densify our network to support
our IoT systems and services. Less cell density also refers to less energy consumption, less heat, and limited carbon footprint. Our cost performance analysis
framework does not only emphasise the benefit but also encourages the inclusion
of other aspects like performance and sustainability in the analysis. Prioritising
performance over initial investment means we can increase the long-term benefits
from an environmental sustainability perspective.

Societal Aspects
The IoT is expected to improve our living standard and make resources cheaper
and available for all, by enabling digitalisation at a micro level. Optimisation of
deployed network resources and preventing potential power wastage of devices will
certainly improve service quality, which may help to reduce service costs as well.
Furthermore, our proposals can enable the existing deployed systems to support
denser user activity more effectively. This means that operators in developing
countries can use the same deployed network (with some software updates) to avail
verity service provisioning. We hope this will help the service providers to reach
the mass population of developing countries to deal with more critical problems
like water distribution, drainage system, and remote health care more effectively.

1.7

Thesis Outline

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. First, we show the research gap
through a broad literature review in Chapter 2. Then we discuss the methodology,
scenarios, use cases, and assumptions associated with this thesis in Chapter 3.
Then we present the technological studies on control channel access and resource
allocation in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we discuss the economic implication of
IoT services profitability from a CSP perspective. We also elaborate on two key
frameworks required for this study in the same chapter. In Chapter 6, we synthesise
the missing links with a high-level discussion and implications. One of the targets
of this chapter is to demonstrate and discuss how and for whom this research work
is relevant. Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the dissertation with notable remarks
with our future research direction. The papers included in this thesis are appended
to the end of this dissertation.

Chapter 2

Literature Review
In this section, we present the related work associated with the research problems and research questions discussed in Section 1.2.2. Academic research on IoT
services commonly focuses enabling technologies, architecture, and frameworks to
measure the performance of IoT services [13, 38]. Most studies covering the technical aspects of IoT services are proposals of system architectures [39], system and
service prototypes [40], the role of artificial intelligence in service analytics [41], and
comparisons of different technologies and solutions of security protocols [42]. We
review papers in the timescale from 1950 to 2019.

2.1

Collision, Contention Resolution, and Resource
Allocation of C-IoT

A variety of techniques have been proposed in the literature to enhance initial access
collision and congestion mechanisms, access resource utilisation, and network slicing
to improve device battery-lifetime. In this section, we summarise the relevant works
and the significance of our research goal.

2.1.1

Collision Multiplicity Detection

The key to the contention lies in the erroneous detection of preamble signatures.
In 3GPP LTE and 5G systems, device should notify its network entry by sending
a preamble, which is randomly selected from a Zadoff-Chu (ZC) code set [43–
45], due to the perfect orthogonality property. In the literature, the ZC singleuser detection algorithm is well studied and available in [46–48, 48–50]. In these
cases, if a peak correlation value exceeds a pre-defined threshold, the preamble is
deemed as detected. It was revealed in [49] that the correlation processing of the
single user detection can be equivalently realised by operating one inverse discrete
Fourier transform (IDFT) to lower the complexity. In most cases, if more than
one peak is detected such system is considered a multiplicity and the attempt is
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dropped to avoid any collision. In [51], the impact of the substantial channel delay
spread on the correlation peak was investigated, and then an enhanced detector
was developed by adopting an adaptive detection threshold. In [46], multiuser
detection under both multipath and carrier frequency offset (CFO) was studied.
However, the effect of the multipath and CFO was ignored by adopting a peak
detector. As illustrated, some of the detectors above considered the multipath
impact, but none took the CFO effect into account. A nonzero CFO causes energy
leakage of the correlation peak [52], degrading the performance of a peak detector.
In [44], it was proposed to collect both the peak energy and the leaked energy
in the detector design. In patent [53], the author first proposed a way to detect
multiple signals based on their carrier frequency deviation. However, due to the
CFO impact ZC sequences, there was uncertainty whether multiplicity detection
is possible on ZC-Sequence. An interesting paper [54] proposed machine learning
to detect the RACH collision multiplicity. The author assumed that the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is known. However, in practice, it not possible to learn the
SNR during the random-access stage as because the channel quality information is
missing, and the transmission power is not known to the base station. Hence, this
remains an interesting unsolved area, because the only multiplicity detection can
facilitate reducing the access connection steps and time as well as opening a new
arena of semi-granted scheduling with minimum control signalling.

2.1.2

Access Contention Resolution

A thorough analysis of RACH limitation for mMTC and a set of alternatives are
presented in [55–57]. Among the proposed alternatives, access class barring (ACB)
is promising and well investigated in the literature [58,59]. ACB has been suggested
by the 3GPP release-13 as the most feasible baseline solution and is adapted for
radio access overload control to reduce the contention among nodes at the cost
of longer access delays. Apart from standardisation, different approaches have
been proposed to counteract the random-access congestion problem. A contention
resolution scheme based on distributed queuing (DQ) is proposed in [60–63]. This
scheme improves the effective channel utilisation by splitting devices into groups for
subsequent transmissions, which in turn reduces access delay and the probability
of collision.
Nevertheless, this system has been designed precisely only for extreme arrival
cases that are forecasted for MTC scenarios. Using fixed timing alignment (TA)
information to reduce the RA collision of stationary devices has been presented in
[63]. This promising scheme also yields the potential benefit of access delay, collision
probability, and energy efficiency. However, this scheme is limited to immobile
devices and cannot perform well in mixed-traffic scenarios. The work of [64] extends
this idea to use timing advance on top of ACB to reduce access overload. The
schemes presented in [63, 64] have a higher chance to serve devices that are closer
to the base station than the remote devices. Thus, access fairness is an issue
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for these schemes. In addition, none of these schemes can detect and resolve the
contention fast enough to save unnecessary transmission and battery depletion.

2.1.3

Control Channel Resource Utilisation and Accessibility

More recently, the problem of resource sharing and slicing among 5G services has
begun to be addressed in the literature. A logical architecture for network slicing
in 5G in the presence of orthogonal slicing has been presented in [65,66]. Downlink
multiplexing of URLLC and eMBB is studied in [67] and [68]. These works investigate the dynamic scheduling of URLLC traffic over ongoing eMBB transmissions
by abstracting the operation at the physical layer. In [69], the authors treat the
problem of resource allocation for mMTC and URLLC in a new radio (NR) setting
by focusing on the role of feedback. Orthogonal resource allocation for mMTC and
eMBB users is studied in [70] by accounting for inter-cell interference. In [71], grantfree uplink transmissions are considered for multi-services by considering particular
transmission methods for supporting heterogeneous services. A new framework to
enforce network slices, featuring radio resources abstraction is presented in [72]. In
this article, the authors mention the drawbacks of dedicated resources and shared
resources models in network slicing orchestration. To ensure a shared control channel, two-level scheduling is presented. However, uplink radio resource sharing was
not focused on this article. Ultimately, we believe, that control channel resource
utilisation and accessibility are key to assuring network slices elasticity and scalability to uphold multiplexing gain. In many of these papers [65, 68, 72], speculation
about control channel resource utilisation bottleneck is mentioned, but as it is a
new topic, to the author’s knowledge, there is no research that jointly considers
control channel resource utilisation with accessibility.

2.1.4

Research Gap

It is evident that the existing contention resolution method is not capable of handling moderate traffic. State-of-the-art methods solve this constraint by introducing
extra delay or resource. Few of the proposals that can handle the contention resolution criteria have concerns with complex implementation and processing requirements. Accordingly, we focus on this aspect to find an implementable, resource and
energy-efficient method to solve the collision without any extra resources. Another
interesting fact that we noticed during this study is that the core of the collision
problem has not yet been addressed, merely because we cannot detect the order of
collision with our current signature detection techniques. It is evident that knowledge about the collided device order will enable us to offer resource scheduling with
almost no collision effect. Thus, we investigate the following two aspects: i) order
of collision, and ii) pool-based semi-granted resource allocation.
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IoT Network Economics

Some articles are available on the IoT service impact on business models, strategies,
and overall telecom business ecosystem analysis. According to [73], the IoT business
ecosystem and the roles of firms are defined. Article [74] propose a framework that
focuses on the understanding of business models (BMs) and the link between BMs
and ecosystems in the IoT context. In the literature, we can find some studies
on BM frameworks that understand and analyse different IoT business effects on
anecdotal ICT ecosystems [75, 76]. In papers [25] and [76], the authors looked
into business models and ecosystem aspects of IoT applications from a startup
perspective. One of their claims is that the actors’ role in IoT ecosystems is not
clear, as multi-industry co-creates value together. However, when it comes to the
cost analysis of the IoT service platform and connectivity platform, there are some
sources available in the form of EU project reports [32], [77].

2.2.1

IoT Networks Cost Structure

Cellular network dimensioning and cost assessment is an intrinsic part of the technoeconomic study to understand the cost-drivers of new technology. Usually, new
service requirements have predominantly changed network-dimensioning methodology over time. For instance, the MBB service introduces the resource capacity
dimensioning method for 3G and 4G networks. Earlier studies [78, 79] consider the
cost structure of mobile systems and describe resource capacity and coverage of
the radio interface as the dominant cost factors. Other works [80–85] have developed a techno-economic model to evaluate different heterogeneous radio networks’
cost and capacity. From these studies, it is clear that the heterogeneous network
cost structure is dominated by two critical parameters: i) resource capacity and ii)
coverage.
Furthermore, energy consumption for the base station is included in the cost
structure of [55, 79, 86]. The increasing adoption of IoT brings new challenges
for traditional network capacity requirements. This requires a re-evaluate of the
capacity constraints in the course of IoT connectivity platform dimensioning. It
is also essential to define a generic framework to make a cost comparison between
C-IoT and LPWAN networks.

2.2.2

IoT Platform Cost Structure

Over 1000 IoT platforms are available today globally, to meet the requirements
of different users and application groups such as enterprises, governments, farmers,
healthcare, and communication [87]. This report identified 400 potential companies
dedicated to having platform capabilities across horizontal IoT service markets. In
the literature, there are many articles that focus on the reference architecture and
platforms of IoT [87–91]. A number of available academic studies made a comparative field study between the functionality of the platform in [89–94]. However,
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none of the available literature to date discusses the business viability of platforms
regarding cost.

2.2.3

Platform Concept

We can realise the concept of the platform from multi-disciplinary (socioeconomic,
technological, and business) perspectives. Helmut Dietl defines a platform from
the economic perspective, where any type of infrastructure that allows two or more
market players to interact generates revenue [95]. John Zysman and Martin Kenny
see platforms as a multi-transaction system that permits innovative ways for buyers
and sellers to participate in communities to interact and transact [96]. Sriram
defines platform intermediaries that facilitate economic interaction between two
sets of agents, wherein the decisions of one set of agents are likely to influence the
other via direct and indirect externalities [97].
Kenny [98] realised the platform as an algorithmic structure in the code that
is built for diverse purposes and that facilitates a variety of market and social
ecosystems. From a software development perspective, Tiwana defined the platform as an extensible technological foundation created by a stakeholder (e.g., IOS
and Android), on top of which other stakeholders (e.g., App developers) can build a
platform-augmenting application [99]. From a business perspective, platforms are
segmental layered technology architecture in business networks [100–102]. Platforms can coordinate technological components to nurture co-value creation with
compliant stakeholders [103]. In such a multifaceted structure, competitors may
also collaborate to co-create value at the platform level, at the same time, compete among themselves in another segment of the business network [104, 105]. In
addition, a platform can host competitors within the same platform stack [102].
Tiwana et al. [106] defined a platform as a standard set of product design rules
and implemented subsystems and interfaces that form a standard structure, from
which a stream of derivative products [91] or services can be effectively developed
and produced.
Julien Mineraud in paper [107] defined an IoT platform as the middleware and
the infrastructure that enables the end users to interact with smart objects. In [108],
Ray realises an IoT platform as a tool to monitor, analyse, visualise, manage, and
research sensory network collected data that help to solve several service domain
issues such as application development, device management, system management,
heterogeneity management, and data management. Jaewoo [109] comprehends a
platform as the key to integrate heterogeneous services, networks, and devices that
establish the IoT ecosystem providing cost-effective service provisioning and device
deployment. In project Unify-IoT [105], offers a precise definition where the authors
identify a platform as an intelligent mediatory layer that connects things to the
network and abstracts applications from the things to enable the development of
the services. In an IoT service context, a platform brings flexibility to deploy things
in different contexts. It also enables, usability to make the user experience easy
and productive to improve efficiency and new service provisioning. Unlike other
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platform services, the IoT platform facilitates communication, data flow, device
management, and functionality of applications. Overall, the IoT platform ensures
connectivity between sensors, applications, people, and data-control centres. It also
covers the digital value chain of an end-to-end IoT system.
A plethora of papers have addressed the business-related issues of IoT platforms,
and from the business standpoint, a number of challenges are well acknowledged.
For example, network effect [110], value proposition [111], competition [23, 112],
management strategy [88, 113], and coopetition [114]. A few papers have investigated the technical aspects of platforms and more specifically, IoT platform architecture [107, 108, 115]. A reference architecture framework-based comparison of
IoT platforms available in the market are presented in [115]. The authors have
pointed out the lack of standardisation and vertical centric service development as
the driver of complex platform landscapes where comparing and selecting one of the
platforms qualitatively is a difficult task for any prominent user. In [107] and [108],
the authors analysed a different platform. Paper [107] identified scalability of the
platform as one of the key challenges, as most platforms are still being trailed and
the possibility of scalability is uncertain in many platform cases. Technical challenges (like standardisation, heterogeneity of protocols, and context awareness) are
highlighted as part of the cloud IoT platform in [108], and [115]. Besides, both
papers mentioned scalability issue in a generic context. Although a major portion
of the literature on IoT mentions scalability as one of the key challenges, few papers discussed the term scalability and the meaning of scalability in an IoT service
context. However, the scalability of IoT services in terms of data management and
hardware architecture is the focus in [108].

2.2.4

Platform Cost

The overall platform cost can be divided into two main segments: i) platform
hardware cost, and ii) platform software cost.
In the literature, hardware cost is discussed in relation to IoT cloud service and
data centre costs. The cost of IoT service provision with cloud service is presented
in [116] and [33]. The cloud service cost comparison between Amazon, Azure,
and Oracle is presented in [116]. This pointed to the IoT service scalability issue
for Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) architecture. However, the article is very results
centric and does not describe the methodology and framework clearly. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first kind of paper that touches upon the cost of
IoT services. The authors in [33] presented a detailed model for data centre costs
structure with considering disaggregation of services. However, this paper mostly
focused on the data centre’s cost efficiency. Apart from that, many frameworks
focus on cloud hardware cost and centralised and distributed cloud computing. All
these papers cover topics related to the cloud service of big data analysis.
Platform provisioning is primarily decided according to software needs. These
needs are quantified in terms of software development and costs incurred. There
is a plethora of research available on determining best strategies, techniques, and
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methods to arrive at a cost for software development. A few papers on software
development cost can be found in the literature. However, the natural conclusion
from these is that there is no explicit way of determining the factors that affect cost,
as it depends on many metrics [117, 118]. Several models have been developed to
identify the relationship between key metrics and cost efficiency. In articles [117–
119], systematic reviews were conducted that list the efforts taken so far to identify
software development cost factors, concluding that it depends on many factors. In
[117], the authors identified the deciding factors of productivity of a team. Authors
in [118, 119] analyses different frameworks for a software development cost. This
is sufficiently evident to consider using matrices or parameters to decide how to
define a software project, depending on the scenarios and environment.
Due to this uncertainty, many models have been developed over the years to
derive the estimation for software development. Expert judgment, analogous, estimating, Parkinson’s law, pricing to win, and algorithmic cost modelling are all
widely practiced in the software development domain. In expert judgment, a cost
is estimated based on the expert’s opinion. Several experts in the software and application development domains are consulted to reach a common consensus about
project size, complexity, and cost. This is one of the cheapest methods of obtaining
a cost estimation, although it is practical to use this method only when the field
of application is mature, and experts have enough experience from their projects,
which means in new service cases this process may provide very inaccurate cost
results. Analogous estimation is when a project is compared to a similar project
in the same application domain. As the model is based on similar historical data,
accurate cost estimation can be achieved for regular and commonly developed software. The larger the data set, the better the results that can obtained. However,
this model is not useful when scaling a system horizontally, if the system requirements are different. In Parkinson’s law, a project is planned based on budget and
resources, and is a method that deals with project planning rather than estimating
the cost. The prevailing concern of such a method is the end result is usually an
incomplete work. However, with such an approach, we can assure the uttermost
utilisation of resources. In a pricing to win approach, the customer gives a task to
the developer through a bidding system. The customer here is in control, at the
driving seat, but the cost does not always necessarily reflect the work needed.
Algorithmic cost modelling, on the other hand, uses historical costs to map the
cost drivers and build a model that reflects the cost drivers’ impact. This model
is dependent on diverse matrices, with each of them based on different scenarios.
[117–121] present a few such attempts to show different available techniques in
estimating software costs. Among all the frameworks, COCOMO II [35, 36] and
[121] is most accepted, due to its accuracy (to some extent) in real results and
simplified abstraction of the procedure. In addition, it considers (to an extent)
diverse attributes required in a software development project covering the entire
umbrella. COCOMO II, as a standalone, is not enough when a software project
is unpredictable or uncertain. The cost estimation is not very accurate when the
project turns out to be uncertain [121]. Hence, there is a need for us to combine
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another popular technique in conjunction with COCOMO II.

2.2.5

Research Gap

So far, little interest has been shown in the commercial feasibility of IoT connectivity and platform solutions for IoT service provisioning. To the best of our
knowledge, no business feasibility analysis has been presented that considers the
cost-capacity performance of the cellular and non-cellular radio access networks
and their supported service platforms for IoT service provisioning. As non-cellular
technologies are already deployed in small-scale, and C-IoT is about to become
available in the market, we believe a better understanding of the technology rollout
cost for specific scenarios will help the market actors to understand IoT communication platforms’ cost-effective scalability options better. Hence, we find a clear
research gap in the field of business-feasibility to ensure cost-effective large-scale
rollout of IoT connectivity and service platforms.

Chapter 3

Methodology and Research
Approach
This chapter elaborates the overall research approach and methodologies used for
the analysis and modelling of the different concepts. Several steps are taken to
answer the stated research questions. First, we discuss the methodology of the research. Then, the chosen approach–with its different elements–is outlined. Finally,
we clarify and describe the use cases, aspects of analysis, and assumptions specific
for the analysis in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1

Overall Research Approach

The research approach starts with the problem formulation for C-IoT enablers, as
shown in Figure 3.1. This resulted in a separation of the research scope into two
dimensions: the technical aspects and the business aspects. The technical part
was to enable heterogeneous traffic in LTE and 5G below the 2.4 GHz frequency
band. We used a commonly applied quantitative method proposed by Peffers [122]
to conduct technical research. We used the LTE model implemented in an NS3
network simulation. The implementation was first validated and tested with a
sanity check by comparing the results provided in [34] with our simulated results
under the beta distribution of traffic, as proposed by the 3GPPP. Then we used
the tested simulation model as a reference case of LTE and LTE-A initial access
and control channel performance. In parallel to the sanity check, we also perform a
gap analysis based on the literature review. Then, we identified the gap mentioned
in Chapter 1 and 2. In Chapter 4, we propose an enhanced method for initial
access. We implemented the delay estimated random access and compared the
performance of the proposed model with the reference model. For the physical
layer multiplicity detection case, we used MATLAB as a tool. Again, we used the
Zadoff-Chu detection case as implemented in the tool. We did not change any
detection parameters. Instead, we used the validated tool to check how the receiver
27
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Figure 3.1: Overall research approach.

behaves in the collision scenario.
In the second part of the formulated problem, questions regarding the economic
aspects were answered using a quantitative approach. To begin, we performed a
literature review to understand the gap in the literature regarding this aspect and
the significance of the problem. Then we looked for an appropriate framework to
perform the economic analysis of IoT service provisioning. Then, for the network
dimensioning, we adapted the framework proposed in [30] and [123], and validated
in [124]. Furthermore, for the platform cost, we developed a framework comprising
two models. Then we analysed the IoT service scalability implications on cost
breakdown. We used the findings–with scenario specific business aspects–to outline
the implications. The detail of the research procedure for each case is discussed
below.
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Figure 3.2: Design science research method.

3.1.1

Performance Evaluation Methodology

As described earlier in Section 1.2, the technical research addresses the feasibility
of the C-IoT technologies to handle large numbers of IoT devices. In addition, we
focus on the aspects of resource allocation, and access fairness in network slicingenabled heterogeneous traffic conditions. Accordingly, we describe the considered
use cases, assumptions, and system models relevant to technical methods analysis
later in this chapter.
We performed a qualitative analysis adopting the method proposed by Peffers [122]. This method is commonly used in information systems and many studies
on computer science. Design-based research is a concept used for searching past research considering environmental limitations. As Figure 3.2 illustrates, the method
comprises seven phases: problem findings, define solution objective, define requirements, research design, evaluation, design review, and findings and suggestions,
(including future work directions). It is a continuous iterative process where each
evolution requires the reviewer to carefully tune the design and adjust the objective
and requirements accordingly.
In the technical analysis for this study, the performance of the two considered
problem areas (contention resolution, and pool based semi-static resource allocation
methods) were evaluated using Monte-Carlo based simulations. To answer research
questions 1 and 3, the discrete event-based network simulation tool NS3 was used.
We compared the performance in terms of the number of simultaneous devices that
can be handled within a slot per frame. This instantaneous approach was used to
model the network, and accordingly, statistically optimal decisions were reached in
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case of contention resolution. We adapted the existing LTE module to replicate the
standard access control and resource allocation procedures of LTE-M. To evaluate
our proposed model, we developed the module on top of the LTE module available
in version 3.26. To verify the correct operation of the simulation modules, we
verified the correct operation of these components using manual simulation traces.
Our simulations contained a substantial amount of debugging code, which could
be turned on or off with a flag. We generated packet traces to ensure the correct
control signal flow between server, LTE-M system, and devices. Also, we ran each
scenario 10,000 times and found a confidence interval of 99% for initial access
results. To answer research question 2, (and partially) 3, we used the MATLAB
LTE toolbox to illustrate the impact of signature detection at the physical layer.
Further, for the resource allocation, we used the MATLAB machine-learning tool
to train and validate the learning impact on resource allocation fairness. We used
50,000 synthetic data generated from the NS3 base collision detection module. We
took 20,000 data as a training set and the reminder was used for the validation.

3.1.2

Techno-Economic Feasibility Analysis Methodology

The techno-economic feasibility analysis evaluated the service feasibility by combining the technical solution, service, and business concepts. This included different
technical and business domain analysis to highlight what and how would be relevant for analysis, and under what conditions and assumptions the evaluation was
made.
It was necessary for a trade-off analysis to be made between how many aspects
were included and the level of detail in the modelling and analysis. Different depths
and widths were necessary for different problems and need to be specifically adapted
in each case. The challenge here was to complete a deep and wide enough analysis
to answer the research questions.
The techno-economic analysis is generally a one-dimensional analysis where the
value of one parameter is considered. The techno-economic feasibility analysis involves multi-parameters and trade-offs mapped to the requirements. Therefore, it
is essential to identify links between different aspects, what mechanisms are interlinked and under what conditions. For IoT service provisioning from an IoT actor’s
perspective, a number of characteristics are inter-related, and different trade-off
needs to be understood. To exemplify, in wireless networks, higher data rates limits
coverage range; larger coverage requires higher transmission power [30]. Moreover,
in an IoT service context where multiple players play a role to provision the service,
scalability could look feasible for one actor but not feasible for other collaborative
actors. To understand such mechanisms, it is necessary to examine service provisioning from a ’bird’s eye view’ with enough detailed understanding of service
trade-off among actors. Hence, we perform a qualitative analysis to investigate the
techno-economic implications of IoT service scalability. This study followed the research approach presented in Figure 3.3. Also, known as the benefit measurement
model [125]. We defined the demand profile from our selected scenarios. Then, we
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Figure 3.3: Techno-economic feasibility analysis approach.

took the general approach proposed by Markendahl [30] and Johansson [31] and
adapted the method to fit the IoT analysis. We performed the cost analysis based
on the proposed model. We performed a sensitivity analysis, and then presented
the results in terms of cost breakdown and profitability.
To investigate the techno-economic trade-off of IoT communication technologies,
we considered the technical performance and other non-technical aspects, which
for this thesis include business strategy, users’ usage pattern, and market conditions. We used market understanding to predict and scope our work within certain
business scenarios where the different technical solutions, deployment options, and
business concepts have potential. For the analysis of deployment strategies, cost,
and capacity, we adopted the general approach proposed by Markendahl [30] and
Johansson [31]. This includes network modelling, dimensioning, cost structure, and
financial analysis related to cost structure and profitability. For dimensioning of
capacity, we considered average user accessibility and usage. The analysis was performed using estimates of network costs proposed in the EU project METIS-II [32].
As discussed in Section 2.2.5, there is no simple method available today to
make an accurate cost estimation required for a platform project. Due to a lack
of sufficient details about the product being available at the planning phase, the
cost estimation uncertainty rate is usually very high. In addition, dealing with a
comparatively new technology or a newly developed tool could have resulted in the
team requiring more time than average. Furthermore, if the manager is not well
acquainted with the team’s expertise, incorrect project estimations could occur.
To deal with such uncertainties, we used Algorithmic cost modelling, which
takes an empirical approach to mapping cost drivers and builds a model that reflects their impact. Usually, this method takes into account the size of the software.
We performed a quantitative study on the IoT platform cost structure. We considered both the hardware and software costs. We obtain hardware costs separately
as the software cost estimation method does not usually include hardware costs in
the overall software cost estimation. We partially adopted the framework proposed
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in [33] for hardware dimensioning, especially for OPEX cost estimation. For the
hardware CAPEX, we used the more generic formulation of the hardware characteristics, which is explained in detail in Paper F and G.
For the software cost calculation, we adapted the COCOMO II [35, 36] model
along with programme evaluation and review technique (PERT) model [37] to estimate the number of man hours required to develop a platform. COCOMO II is
a cost estimation model enhanced from the original COCOMO model first introduced in the 1981 book Boehm [120]. Thousands of software projects have used
the framework, assumption model, and product design definition to estimate cost.
COCOMO II is a widely used, accepted, and well-documented method for software development cost estimation. COCOMO II enhances the COCOMO model to
adopt the modern practices of software developments along with traditional practices. COCOMO II identifies five scale drivers to describe a software project, as
follows: i) precedentedness, ii) development flexibility, iii) risk resolution, iv) team
cohesion, and v) process maturity. Furthermore, COCOMO II identifies 17 cost
drivers and relevant effort multipliers associated with each effort ranking. Here, we
used the early design model (one of the three models defined by Barry W. Boehm)
in COCOMO II. COCOMO II provides the effort required in working hours in different ranking; PERT calculates the amount of time it might realistically take to
finish a project (PERT is a tool that incorporates uncertainty by making it possible
to schedule a project while not knowing precisely the details and duration of all the
activities).
There are merely two cost estimation approaches: i) top-down and ii) bottomup. The top-down approach is useful when we have adequate knowledge about
system integration factors–a configuration that is almost impossible to find in an
academic set-up. Hence, for this study we took a top-down approach to estimating
the hardware cost. In addition, as the IoT platform is a new market trend, there
was not enough information on the platform development cost. Previous platform
development cost information was, to some extent, not useful for IoT platform.
This is because IoT platform overall architecture is different from the architecture
of the traditional platform. In addition, the competitive market actors’ platform
development cost is a company secret and not publicly available. Accordingly,
we took the bottom-up approach for software cost estimation, as this gives an
aggregated cost of segregated components. As we know the system architecture
of the platform system is expedient and rational to take the bottom-up approach.
We took the average hourly remuneration per developer in Sweden to calculate the
software development and maintenance cost.
The use cases and assumptions for this quantitative study are discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.4, respectively. In this study, we did not consider safety and
privacy aspects for platform cost estimation.
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Figure 3.4: Massive MTC [2]

3.2

Considered Use Cases

In this section, we outline the use cases that are considered to assess the performance
of the systems and proposed methods to IoT connectivity and platform services.

3.2.1

IoT Connectivity Service

We considered a combination of two use cases. These are massive IoT and Marathon
use case proposed in the METIS project. The details of the use case requirements
are presented in the following sections.
3.2.1.1

Massive IoT

This use case is based on the scenario of Ubiquitous things communicating. According to the NGMN 5G initiative project [126], and METIS I and II, this scenario
addresses the communication requirements of a large deployed varied type of MTC
device network, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. The services range from smart wearables to medical or industrial services; this in turn results in widely varying requirements on KPIs, which cannot always be best met by today’s cellular networks [2].
Integration of ubiquitous things in the existing network and the management of this
large number of devices are two main vital challenges highlighted by this use case.
We believe the importance of this use case will grow with the dense deployment
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of low-cost and battery-driven devices. A range of service examples are offered
in [2, 126, 127].
3.2.1.2

Requirements and KPIs

This use case focuses on the number of concurrently connected devices, energy
consumption, and cost of MTC devices and network equipment. The performance
objectives are defined as follows:
• Number of devices supported in the system 1,000, 000 devices per km2 .
• Payload size is assumed to be very small, up to 125 Bytes per message, with
a considerably large transmission cycle, which will depend on the specific
application. As a reference, an experienced user throughput of 1 kbps is
foreseen per device, which is equivalent to 1 message of 125 bytes per sec.
• Long battery life (on the order of 10+ years) of the wireless device, implying
the need for high energy efficiency. Battery life is directly related to energy
efficiency.
• Minimum possible signalling overhead.
• Keeping the UE complexity in order to guarantee ultra-low-cost devices.
• 99.9% access availability.
Other KPIs are listed in Table 3.1.
3.2.1.3

Marathon

Previous use cases consider dense deployment of sensors together with human type
traffic. However, this does not consider the challenges of IoT service in mobility.
Thus, the purpose of this use case is to address this challenge by consolidating
the METIS-I scenario ’great service in a crowd.’ In that view, the marathon event
is the best-fit scenario. The marathon is a long-distance running race with an
official distance of 42.195 km. In recent years, an increasing number of people
have participated in such kind of events where participants run on a bounded
track, usually in urban areas. Typically, it is a 4–10 hour long event where tens of
thousands of athletes participate, and millions of spectators meet in a particular
area. It is envisioned that all the participants in the race will carry wearable sensors
during the event to track their position, and measure wellbeing and performance.
Sony SmartBand, Nike+ FuelBand, Google Glasses, iWatch, Gear Watch, and
Autographer are some examples of first-generation gadgets of wearable technologies. These technologies still draw the attention of customers. A new study from
Rackspace entitled ’The Human Cloud: Wearable Technology from Novelty to Productivity’ reports that 18% of the United States and United Kingdom’s population
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Table 3.1: KPIs and requirements for Massive IoT use case [2].
Parameter

Values
Performance targets
Battery life
At least 10 years (assuming 5 Wh battery)
Device density
10,00,000 devices per km2
Availability
99.9%
Traffic volume per device
From few bytes per day to 125 bytes
per second
Constraints
Energy consumption (infrastructure)
In principle no specific constraints for
the infrastructure
Energy consumption (UE or other de- The power supply availability is limvices)
ited, so low-energy operation is required. For sensor type devices with
battery power supply only, the energyoptimized operation is required.
Cost (infrastructure)
Infrastructure cost should be kept on
the same level per area as today.
Cost (UE or other devices)
For sensor type devices, a significant
cost reduction compared to normal
handset devices is needed.

are currently using wearable devices [2]. More than 80% of these users in both
countries believe that these types of services are helping them to improve their
daily activities. Different market forecasts on the future IoT and wearable devices
agree on the exponential growth of wearable MTC devices by 2020.
Usually, professional athletes are anxious to monitor their physical state and
the nearby contestant’s position. On the other hand, amateur contestants want to
make their run memorable. They prefer to upload pictures and live-stream videos
using wearable gadgets like Google Glass, Recon Jet, and Epiphany Eyewear to the
storage cloud or stream music during the run. Moreover, spectators on the roadside
and at the finishing point want a frequent update about the athletes’ performance,
and position. The crowd may also be interested in accessing multimedia services,
such as music and videos. In addition, at the event, there are hundreds of garbage
bins, portable toilets, vending machines, food stands, and other services that will
depend on wireless communication to ensure the upkeep of services.
Events like the New York, Tokyo, and Berlin marathons can have as many as
approximately 50,000 finishers1 , whilst total participant numbers are even higher.
Such a large number of devices needs to be supported by cells in that bounded
1 Figure

3.5 shows runners participating in New York marathon.
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Figure 3.5: Use case illustration of marathon.
region2 of cellular networks.
The overall challenge is to offer a reliable and scalable network service to a
large number of users temporarily positioned and moving in a particular area, covered by multiple nodes. The mentioned services traffic and duty-cycle are different
from HTC requirements. Therefore, we envisage that all participants in the future marathons will use cloth-attached tracking devices; in other words, more than
70,000 tracking devices will be deployed in future marathon events. Furthermore,
more than 40,000 devices will be used for fitness, and another 15,000 devices will
be used for mHealth. In order to support this large number of various MTC devices, a radio network will require high access and signalling competence to meet
the estimated user capacity and latency requirements. In addition, the service in
this scenario has to provide for very limited periods, placing constraints (from a
cost perspective) on network deployment.
Unlike formerly stated use-cases, in this use-case, we focused on wellbeing and
tracking services that entail the relatively more frequent transmission of small data,
compared to smart home sensors and actuators. Besides, mobility of a massive number of devices in a limited area with substantial heterogeneous services introduced
a unique set of traffic scenarios for wireless radio systems.
Based on the discussion, we further shortlisted potential services envisioned to
be use by the runners, as presented in Table 3.2. In this example, we considered
the New York Marathon, where more than 50,000 participants finish the race each
year.
3.2.1.4

Requirements and KPIs

In this sense, the marathon use case can be considered as an operator-centric use
case. IoT and wearable IoT services traffic patterns are different from the usual
HTC traffic. Along with MTC service requirements, wearable devices have the
2 at

least at the starting and finishing points
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Table 3.2: Connectivity scenario for a marathon.
Type of devices
Tracking
Fitness
mHealth

Number of Devices
70,000
40,000
150,000

Activity cycle
1 x/2 min
1 x/30 min
1 x/5 min

added requirement of mobility. Most of the wearable device-based services pointed
out in this use case are uplink-limited services. Regardless, wearable terminals
generate infrequent and small packet burst trends; end users should have a steady,
reliable, and fast connection where the data rate requirement is very low for MTC
devices. However, the connection setup time of packets should be less than 10 ms
to ensure minimum minimal power utilisation per transmission period.
Any solution applied in the marathon use case shall be evaluated in terms of:
• User Capacity (networks scalability)
• Lower Latency
• Battery Lifetime
• Energy Efficiency
• Cost Efficiency
The requirements and KPIs are summarised in Table 3.3.
3.2.1.5

Refined Requirements for technical studies

It was impractical and impossible to consider all the above-mentioned use cases for
the evaluation of our proposed solutions. Thus, we identified similar requirements
and gaps between use cases. This section presents identified commonalities, without
losing the benefits of the detailed portrayal of considered use cases mentioned in
the previous section.
• Device density:
– High: ≥250000 devices per km2
– Baseline: ≤50000 devices per km2
– Low: ≤10000 devices per km2
• Mobility
– Low: 0–3 km/h
– Medium: 3–50 km/h
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Table 3.3: Requirements and KPIs for the Marathon use case [2].

Parameter

Values
Performance targets
Traffic volume density
0.03-1 Mbps/m2 / (cell radius 500 m2 )
Experienced user throughput
Low throughput 0.3-5 Mbps (UL)
Latency
RAN latency less than 1 ms
Availability
>95 % within The event area
Reliability
>95 %
Constraints
Energy consumption (infrastructure)
In principle no specific constraints for
the infrastructure.
Energy consumption (UE or other de- Low-energy operation is required. For
vices)
wearable devices with battery power
supply only, the energy-optimized operation is required to extend the battery lifetime.
Cost (infrastructure)
Infrastructure cost should be kept on
the same level per area as today.
Cost (UE or other devices)
For wearable devices a significant cost
reduction compared to normal handset
devices is required.
Test case definition
20,000-50,000 participants
User/device density
1-2 million spectators
Traffic volume/type
4.5 Mb/h/device
User type
UL users mostly
User mobility
High
– High: >50 km/h
• Deployment Strategies
– Only Macrocells
– Few small cells per Macrocell
– A large number of small cells per Macrocell
• Service type
– HTC: Mobile broadband is the key requirement of human type traffic
– mMTC: massive connectivity is the key service requirement of the IoT
service traffic.
• Traffic Type
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– Continuous
– Bursty
– Event-Driven
– Periodic
• User Data Rate
– HTC: 50 Mbps/user
– MTC: <1 Mbps/sensor device
• Latency
– HTC: 50 ms/user
– MTC: 1-10 ms/sensor device
• Access Reliability
– HTC: <95%
– MTC: >95%∼99.99%
These identified requirements were used to evaluate the results presented in this
study. The system model to evaluate these results is discussed in the next section.

3.2.2

IoT Platform Service

For IoT service provisioning scalability, we analysed the results from the Swedish
market perspective. We considered the Swedish market, where the CSP will cover
90% of the entire area within 10 years. Currently in Sweden, 90% of the population
lives on 20% of the Swedish landmass, whilst the other 80% of the landmass has
fewer than 50 people per km2 [128]. However, there are vast forest areas, and timber
is one of the driving resources of Sweden. With a tree density of 69,161 trees per
km2 , [129] forestry plays a significant role in the Swedish economy, accounting for
12% of Swedish industry’s employment. Further, 60% of forest areas are within
the productive region. Accordingly, we subdivided the areas into four categories,
as follows:
(i) Rural remote: these are remote areas that include forestry, where the average
population density is fewer than 10 people per km2 ,
(ii) Village: we consider a place as a village where the population density is less
than 50 people per km2 ,
(iii) Small city: we consider an area as a small city when the population density
is greater than 100 people per km2 , and
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(iv) Urban area: where the population density is greater than 500 people per
km2 . For example, Stockholm has a population density of 3,597 people per
km2 [128].
We considered monitoring of two use cases (forestry and smart city) as major use
cases, among others.
3.2.2.1

Forestry Monitoring:

Every year in Europe, forest fire emergencies are repeated regularly, with a constant
risk during the year that increases in summer, risking the destruction of hundreds of
hectares of forest. In the summer of 2018, 250 km2 of forest was burned in Sweden,
destroying 3 million m3 of wood. It is impossible to carry out direct control by
operators in the field, given its vastness and the need for continuous monitoring
during the day. Therefore, an automatic radio system is needed to collect a variety
of data from the territory to be sent via the Internet to a remote-controlled unit. In
addition, proper growth of trees is vital for the timber industry. As 50% of Sweden’s
regions are productive forest, maintenance and monitoring of the region are crucial.
Consequently, for the monitoring and maintenance of forest areas, a wire area radio
equipped IoT sensor service would have a significant impact on maintenance and
monitor of trees, wildlife, and activities. This technological approach could also be
used in other contexts, such as monitoring of landslides, levels of air pollutants in
wooded areas, hydrogeological risks, and smart agriculture. The main challenge of
such a service would be to provide a best effort service in remote areas where there
is no network infrastructure across a large area.
Requirements and KPIs
This use case only considers sensor devices that transmit one packet per day. The
key challenge lies in the distribution of forest ownership. Currently, 50% of forested
areas are owned by private individuals, with 45% owned by companies, and 5% own
by the state. Accordingly, the essential requirements for the forestry monitoring
service provisioning in the context of CSP are as follows:
• 95% area coverage
• market share.
3.2.2.2

Smart city

In urban areas and small cities, IoT enables the use of cases to span multiple areas.
Smart city services range across multiple verticals of public and private services to
improve living standards through the digitalisation of all possible services related
to citizens day-to-day living. This includes services like smart lighting, smart parking, smart infrastructure, and digitalised citizen services. The smart city is realised
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differently in different research domains. For instance, in the urban planning field,
the smart city is treated an ideological dimension whereby being smarter entails
strategic directions to attain sustainable, economic growth to provide better life
quality for the citizen [130]. Cretu identifies two main streams of research, as follows: i) smart cities should do everything related to governance and the economy
using new thinking paradigms, and 2) smart cities are all about networks of sensors,
smart devices, real-time data, and ICT integration in every aspect human life [131].
According to Gartner, a smart city is based on the intelligent exchanges of information that flow between many different subsystems. This flow of information is
analysed and translated into citizen and commercial services. The city will act on
this information flow to make cities sustainable [130]. Harrison et al. see a smart
city connecting the physical, IT, social, and business infrastructures to leverage the
collective intelligence of the city [132]. However, in this study, we only considered
the services that are linked to IoT services. Accordingly, services like smart lighting,
environment, asset tracking, video surveillance, smart parking, smart monitoring
of water, energy, waste management, and environment monitoring were considered.
Each conscientious entity centrally monitors all these mentioned services. Via these
services, a ’digital twin’ is created by collecting all the data from the surroundings.
This helps to reduce maintenance costs and improve service quality, which helps
improve citizens’ living standards. As each household today subscribes to each of
the services separately, maintaining verticals, we assume that each household will
have sensors for each of these services deployed. As a result, we can assume that
in 10 years (on average) more than 40 devices per household would be installed.
Consequently, this would provide the perspective of massive IoT scenarios in an
urban area.
Requirements and KPIs
As the device would be mostly located in remote places where coverage of the usual
network reaches correctly, we note that the massive IoT coverage requirements are
valid. Furthermore, from the platform service perspective, the key challenges are
as follows:
• Enough capacity to store and processes the generated data,
• Able to back up the data for at least six months,
• Able to support a large number of devices and users per platform,
• Able to handle a large variety of devices and data sets,
• Interoperability between platforms should be available, and
• The platform should be scalable.
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Table 3.4: Simulation parameters for multiplicity detection performance evaluation.
Parameter
Duplex mode
Cyclic Prefix
Number of RB
UE Antenna
BS Antenna
Preamble Format
Preamble Index
Cyclic shift Index
Fading Model
UE in Collision
Frequency offset
Delay Profile
MIMO Correlation

3.2.2.3

Values
FDD
Normal
6
1
4
0
23
1
Rayleigh fading
1-5
200-600
Extended Typical Urban
Low

Unit

int.
int.
int.
int.
int.
int.
int.
Hz

Network Deployment

We considered an urban city use case where smart city services were the key focus.
We considered an urban city area of 100 km2 , and we compared the costs for
deployment and operation of networks using LPWAN and LPLAN access points
with the cost of C-IoT solutions.

3.3

System Model

This section outlines the system models considered for the technical methods performance analysis for C-IoT systems.

3.3.1

Multiplicity Detection

We performed a simulation-based RACH detection performance evaluation for colliding preambles. We used a MATLAB LTE toolbox to simulate our scenario, where
between 1 and 5 devices selected the same preambles and transmitted the signal
from different distances, power, frequency offsets, and noise levels. The base station received the signals with four antennas and decoded the signal to retrieve the
preamble and multiplicity. We ran the simulation 10,000 times for each SNR and
user case. The key parameters are listed in Table 3.4. We tested the performance
of the preamble detection rate, correct preamble detection rate, and wrong preamble detection rate. We used this method to evaluate the performance presented in
Section 4.1.
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Table 3.5: Simulation parameters for contention resolution performance evaluation
Parameter
No. Available preambles
Backoff Indicator
PRACH period
Max Preamble retransmissions
RAR window size
Connection request timeout
∆T
BS Estimation Error
Cell radius
M2M device Ratio
RBG for Control channel
RB per RBG

3.3.2

Values
50
0
20
15
3
60
.05 .1 .25 .5
[ -1, 1 ]
2
40
50
6

Unit
int.
ms
ms
int.
ms
ms
µs
µs
km
%
int.
int.

Contention Resolution and Resource Allocation

We considered the LTE-FDD mode for a single cell scenario, in which: (i) PRACH
period is set to 20 ms; (ii) all devices are downlink-synchronised; and (iii) all devices
have received the required configuration parameters related to the RA procedure
during the cell selection procedure. All devices go from EPS IDLE to EPS CONNECTED mode within a short interval. In this study, we considered that only
one slot would be reserved for collision resolution to evaluate system performance
in extreme cases. It was also assumed that the base station would not be able to
detect the simultaneous transmission of the same preamble.
Furthermore, we assumed IoT data were typically upstream for the aforementioned kind of applications, and they were assumed to be similar for all the devices,
as they should perform similar tasks in this case. We assumed the base station was
at the centre of the cell, and that there was one radio per cell. In such a case, the
relative distances from the base station to the devices would not affect the analysis,
and only the congestion would affect the system. We assumed the devices were randomly distributed within the cell to create non-uniform heterogeneous traffic from
any geolocation. We assumed the devices would usually have low mobility (i.e., the
MTDs do not move, move infrequently, or move in a predefined region/path). We
further considered that the MTC devices were mostly battery-powered sensors.
We evaluated up to 300 simultaneous device attempts using the simulation parameters presented in Table 3.5, with the following metrics:
• access success rate, defined as the probability of completing the random-access
procedure in the maximum allowed number of preamble transmissions;
• access delay, defined as the elapsed time between the transmission of the first
preamble and the reception of RA completion step 4;
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• retransmission rate, defined as the number of attempts performed before access completion;
• the probability of collision at step 3, defined as the collision probability of
two devices colliding at step 3;
• preamble collision probability, defined as the ratio of the number of preamble
collisions to the number of preambles transmitted in a RACH slot; and
• device success rate, defined as the ratio of the number of successful devices
in a RACH slot to the total number of contending devices on that slot.

We used this method to evaluate the performance of 4.2. In addition, for the
performance evaluation in Section 4.3, we considered the same system model elaborated in this section. Further, we used the MATLAB supervised learning tool to
train and validate the estimation of required resources.

3.4

Deployment Strategies

For the cost modelling, two types of deployments were relevant for this study: i)
network deployment and ii) platform deployment.

3.4.1

Network Deployment

Network deployment refers to the rollout of infrastructure for wide area coverage.
We considered two types of actors i) greenfield and ii) brownfield. A greenfield
actor is a new market entrant and does not have any existing infrastructure to
deploy, whereas a brownfield actor is usually the incumbent operator with existing
infrastructure. We considered both cases of building new sites to roll out and sites
to lease from another actor, such as a telecom operator. We assumed that the
greenfield actor would either lease or deploy all the sites, whereas the brownfield
actor would reuse the existing sites first, then either lease or build all the sites.

3.4.2

Platform Deployment

There are multiple deployment options available in the market. The platform deployment scenario can be categorised into two main outlooks, as follows: i) software
service choice and ii) hardware service choice. At first, software service choice can
be further divided into two sets: software leasing and software development. We
considered software leasing to software as a service (SaaS), where the user only has
access to a user interface console with limited options in return to a price. We
considered SaaS as an end user service, and all the three considered cases actors
end solution is SaaS; thus, were not included in this study. For the second category,
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the main deployment options were the on-premises (On_Pr), infrastructure-as-aservice (IaaS), and platform-as-a-service (PaaS), where different actors could handle
different segments of deployment.
The hardware deployment can be further categorised based on six main deployment strategies as follows:
(i) On-premises (On_Pr): The platform is deployed at its own data centre. In
this case, data centre hardware deployment and maintenance are managed by
the entity.,
(ii) Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): The platform is either deployed on a dedicated cloud server that is an assured data centre graded service or rented
space from a vendor, where hardware deployment is completed by the platform provider, and the premises host manages the maintenance part.
(iii) Platform as a service (PaaS): A third-party provisioned platform is subscribed
by the entity and only develops the application API on top of it to provision
IoT services.
(iv) Hybrid 1 (PaaS-On_Pr): A solution or service provider may start with PaaS
and then after 5 years move to On-Premises deployment.
(v) Hybrid 2 (PaaS-IaaS): A solution or service provider may start with PaaS
and then after 5 years move to IaaS service.
(vi) Gradual Development (Gra_Dev): A platform provider can start with small
platform and gradually increase the areas and software features with a continuous development related to the growth of the application.

3.4.3

Platform Service Provisioning Options

Global IoT Platform Service (GIP): The global platform provides services within
a vast range of IoT service verticals worldwide. A platform service is considered
a global service when the platform offers horizontal integration and is capable of
integrating the majority of vertical services anywhere in the world. As a result, the
Global IoT platform software was considered as embedded software that required
more than 300,000 lines of code. In this case, the global platform provider developed and ran a horizontal platform service that provided vertical dependent API.
The business scope of such a platform usually covers business-to-business (B2B),
business-to-consumer (B2C), and business-to-business-to-consumer (B2B2C) businesses. Due to the broad market range, the usual targeted growth rate for such a
platform is higher than any other platform businesses. In this case, we assumed
that over 10 years, at least 1 billion subscribed sensors would be connected to the
platform worldwide. Usually, the service provider of such an IoT platform service
is assumed to be an incumbent platform player who is dominant in other platform
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Figure 3.6: HTC and MTC multiservice device arrival pattern.

business and has a sales presence in all continents. For example, Google, Amazon, IBM, and Microsoft are the pioneers in platform business and offer global IoT
platform services.
Local IoT Platform Service (LIP): This is a platform that targets a regional
market like Sweden, Germany, or more broadly the EU, where specific selected
IoT service verticals are considered a local IoT platform. These types of platform
enable vertical specific IoT applications and target a service case specific market
(like a smart city, or smart home). Hence, we assumed the local IoT platform could
avail limited market share, and the sensor subscription would be in the millions.
Depending on the number of verticals and applications to each vertical, the software
size might be considered semi-detached.
IoT Solution Service (ISS): IoT solution as a service is provided by the solution
or integration providers who are mainly responsible for designing, collaborating, and
providing B2B or B2C solution to customers. In most cases, IoT solution providers
develop small add-ons on top of the platform to achieve customary application
requirements. However, in many cases, they are seen to offer a single servicecentric, vertical specific platform service. We can use the example of Volvo, ABB,
Siemens, CAT, Bosch, IKEA, Telia, and Telenor to come up with their platform
solution for a specific IoT vertical-oriented services. These actors have a presence
and are predominantly incumbent in other business domain in many countries but
are new in terms of IoT solution and platform business. As they have a niche
market scope, the number of sensors/devices subscribed to the solution would be
less than 10 million.

3.5
3.5.1

Assumptions
Device Arrival Model

In this study, we considered heterogeneous services from IoT and a smart city
service set. We used interrupted Poisson process (IPP) arrival to model a service-
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based duty cycle [133] as shown in Figure 3.6. The detailed model can be found in
Paper [134].

3.5.2

Performance Evaluation Method

The performances of the cellular and capillary networks were evaluated by a tailored
NS3 simulator where cellular RAN and Wi-Fi were used as long and short-range
technologies, respectively. We used a unified three-cell scenario where we assumed
one cell had a dense deployment of user and sensor devices. We considered an
LTE-FDD mode for the scenario, in which: (i) the PRACH period was set to 20
ms; (ii) all devices were downlink-synchronised; and (iii) all devices received the
required configuration parameters related to the RA procedure during cell selection procedure. When it came to the cellular network control plane’s performance
evaluation, we considered three connection strategies, as follows:
(i) Devices directly communicate to the cellular networks;
(ii) Some devices are offloaded to the gateways, and the rest of the devices have
a direct cellular connection;
(iii) Devices are connected to the network via gateways.
We compared the performance in terms of a number of simultaneous devices
being handled within a slot or frame.

3.5.3

KPIs of Interest

To evaluate the performance of the capillary and the cellular networks, we considered two metrics. These were:
• Delay: this corresponds to the time elapsed between the first access request
sent till the moment payload is available in the IP layer.
• Active device ratio: this represents the ratio of the number of devices actually
being able to participate in the network and transmit data to all the devices
present (willing to transmit) in the system.Furthermore, Two KPIs have been
taken into account to compare the performance of the control plane’s signalling performance.
• Average signalling load: Average number of uplink control signals transmitted
between devices for connection setup.
• Signalling success rate: This relates to the percentage of devices that have
access to the data plane and can transmit information data.
The following performance metrics have taken into account random access to
rate the initial access performance of cellular networks:
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Figure 3.7: Connection setup procedure.

• Access success rate: defined as the probability of completing the randomaccess procedure in the maximum allowed number of preamble transmissions.
• Preamble collision probability: defined as the ratio of the number of preamble
collisions and the number of preambles transmitted in a PRACH slot.

3.5.4

Connection Setup Procedure

Connection setup is the transition time from an EPS IDLE to EPS CONNECTED
mode. The required steps to establish a connection are illustrated in Figure 3.7. Total latency to establish a connection with an existing connection setup mechanism is
between 56 ms to approximately 150 ms. All intermediate steps are considered dur-
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Table 3.6: Coverage area and re-useable sites

Sigfox
LoRaWAN
SF=9
NB-IoT
LTE-M
EC-GSM

Coverage
1,296662

Urban
Re-Useable Sites
40

Coverage
36,47679

Rural
Re-Useable Sites
1

0,570355

20

18,57258

2

0,69244
0,466199
0,430936

15
10
15

24,33866
15,49615
16,08256

2
2
2

Table 3.7: Traffic assumptions.

SC1
SC2
SC3
SC4
SC5
SC6
SC7
SC8

Incumbent
Urban
Entrant
Incumbent
Rural
Entrant

High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low

Device
Density
57552
1550
57552
1550
70000
400
70000
400

Market
Share
0,60
0,25
0,15
0,05
0,60
0,25
0,15
0,05

Msg/
day
300
5
300
5
300
5
300
5

Packet
Size
100
12
100
12
100
12
100
12

ing the calculation. In this thesis, we focused on this core procedure and improved
the performance of the connection setup procedure in high access load condition.

3.5.5

Cost Assumptions-Network Infrastructure

In the case of network rollout, we assumed that the investment focus at first was
to ensure coverage and then to ensure service quality by continuous operation and
maintenance effort. The network explanation investment would occur during the
operation year due to meet the demand. We depicted three types of cell pattern, as
explained in paper D. These were omnidirectional, null sector, and sectorised cell.
This had an impact on the capacity expansion per cell wise. We calculated the path
loss from the receivers’ sensitivity, transmit power, antenna gain, and transmitters’
specifications. Then, we used the Okumura-Hata propagation model [63] for urban
outdoor-to-indoor attenuation and rural outdoor attenuation.
Table 3.6 illustrates the calculated cell range for each considered technology. For
the use case and deployment scenario, we assumed different device density, market
share, message duty cycle, and packet size. The assumptions are stated in Table
3.7.
Table 3.8 shows the cost assumptions for infrastructure rollout. We considered
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Table 3.8: Cost assumptions.

CAPEX

OPEX

Equipment
Cost (Ke)
Installation
Cost (Ke)
Spectrum Cost
(Ke/kHz/site)
Site
Build Cost (Ke)
Transmission
Installation Cost
(Ke)
Site
Lease (Ke/year)
Electricity Cost
(Ke/year)
Transmission Cost
(Ke/year)
Operation
& Maintenance Cost
(relative to CAPEX)

Sigfox

LoRa
WAN

NB-IoT

LTE-M

EC-GSM

4

1

3-10

6

8

6

2

10

10

10

0

0

0,001

0,001

0,001

10

2

20

20

20

0.5

1

0

0

0

1-8

0,4-1

3,5-8

3,5-8

3,5-8

1

0,1

1

0,12

0,1

0,1

0,1

0,1

15%

20%

10%

10%

10%

1

equipment cost, installation cost, spectrum cost, site build cost, and transmission
installation cost as CAPEX. Site lease, electricity, transmission cost, and operation
were considered as OPEX. Operation and maintenance, in this case, refers to employees’ salary, network maintenance, and other recurring costs. This was 10% of
the total CAPEX for year n.
We also considered the interference impact on Sigfox and LoRaWAN (as they
would share the ISM band). Our study suggested that LoRaWAN has a small
impact on Sigfox packet error rate. If LoRaWAN has 10,000 devices per km2
and Sigfox has 70,000 per km2 , because of the LoRaWAN functionality of channel
switching between subchannels LoRaWAN has a negligible effect on the Sigfox
channel, which is less than 3% packet error. The impact of Sigfox device interference
on LoRaWAN is around 5% packet error. LoRaWAN has greater impact on its
device restriction than Sigfox interference. Hence, in our study, we ignored the
interference impact on LPWA technologies. However, it is important to note that we
only studied the impact of Sigfox and LoRaWAN interference; other technologies’
interference impact on LoRaWAN and Sigfox PER is not specified. A thorough
study is required for this.
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Cost Assumptions-Platform Cost
Hardware cost

In our study, we considered the CPU, RAM, storage, PCI BUS speed, and NIC
capacity as performance metrics. We assumed that the hardware was limited to
these parameters only. However, other parameters may play a role in changing the
result. We considered the Dell T640 server as the reference service configuration
and assumed that all functionality discussed in Section 5.2.2 would run on and off
the shelf server. To calculate the hardware cost, we considered data centre equipment cost, infrastructure cost, floor space cost, and installation cost as CAPEX.
The number of required resources to unit price gave the data centre equipment
cost. Infrastructure cost refers to the one-time investment that covers the expenses
needed to purchase cooling and uninterrupted power system and power distribution
units. We considered energy cost, maintenance cost, floor rental cost along with
hardware lifecycle management cost as part of the OPEX calculation. Maintenance
cost was assumed as 5% of the CAPEX. Floor space cost was calculated based on
the number of racks required for a platform. In this study, we only considered
the area required to accommodate the number of servers. Hardware lifecycle management cost was calculated assuming that every four years the depreciation of
hardware would reach zero and the replacement of hardware would take place, as
all equipment middling warranty period was assumed to be four years. The details
of the assumptions can be found in Paper F.
3.5.6.2

Software cost

The software cost largely arises from the software development cost. As a team
project includes a large group of people with different responsibilities of work to
develop platform software, we assumed an average wage (AW) per hour based on
the personnel involved in any software development project. For the CSP project,
we considered the optimistic, pessimistic, and reference value of the cost drivers
detailed in Paper F. The rest of the assumptions are stated in Table 3.9.
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Table 3.9: Assumptions.
Global IoT
Platform

Local IoT
Platform

IoT Solution
Service

Devices in Yr 0

100,000

10,000

1,000

CAGR of Devices

3

2,5

2

Message Transmit per hr
GR of message transmit

1
2,5

2

Message size per device (kB)

0,3

Users of Application in Yr 0

100

1

CAGR of User

0,1

0,1

0,05

Number of Services

5

2

1

Service CAGR

1

1

1

Number of Application

6

3

1

Application CAGR

1,1

1,05

1

Months of Data backup

6

% of data to be stored in year

12

% of data to be stored in cold store

0,05

Chapter 4

C-IoT Radio Access
The 3GPP identified the need to design improvements for conflict management
protocols considering exponential increase of device subscriptions per cell. Over
the past seven years, the 5G devices’ ultra-reliable accessibility requirements and
IoTs massive number of devices’ activity requirements were of great interest to researchers. Collision will be an inevitable challenge for all cellular systems, radio
access, and control efficiency. Even though the total amount of radio resources is
enough to satisfy the transmission needs for a given amount of data in the networks,
the control mechanisms to handle the simultaneous uplink transmission from IoT
devices can become a bottleneck. Besides, for battery constraint device energy
wastage, initiating a connection and synchronisation is crucial as each collision
poses unnecessary battery depletion. In addition, the IoT (CAT-0, CAT-M) devices have a significant reduction of module complexity to gain energy efficiency,
which means uplink beamforming is not viable for such services. The randomaccess procedure follows the same method of traditional LTE procedure even in
beamforming cases. Initial access congestion is still relevant for these types of devices. In case of a dedicated LPWAN system like NB-IoT, initial access procedure
is very similar to existing initial access mechanisms, which means collision at the
connection establishment phase is always pertinent, although IoT device activity
patterns are homogeneous on each IoT application layer. However, the diversity of
applications brings the uncertainty of conflict.
Hence, in this chapter, we explore the radio access and resource allocation performance of cellular systems such as LTE, LTE-M, LTE-A, LTE-A pro, and 5G NR.
Regardless of the downlink synchronisation procedure’s difference between LTE and
5G NR, the uplink access initiation procedure is predominantly identical and instead mostly on a common channel. We examine the multiplicity and collision
impact on initial access methods and resource allocation. Then, we propose methods to overcome the performance limitations for the average traffic load. We first
present a multiplicity impact on signature detection and collision impact on random
access and resource allocation procedure. Then, we present a simplistic approach
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to address these issues, followed by the results and implications.

4.1

Multiplicity Detection

The conflict management challenge is well acknowledged by industry actors and
academia. As a result, a vast number of initial access contention resolution schemes
have been proposed by researchers and are available in the literature. Many studies
discuss the impact of multiplicity on conflict detection at the PHY layer, where
others have focused on the MAC layer to address the problem using smart protocols.
When look more closely at the MAC protocols for RACH contention and collision
resolution, one common assumption is noticeable in almost all proposals. In the
majority of the system models of the MAC level contention resolution schemes,
authors have commonly taken an optimistic assumption that the resolution method
performs under the condition that the preamble collision is detectable at the base
station. As we mentioned in Section 2.1.1, to the best of our knowledge, the effect
of multiplicity on preamble detection and preamble collision detection has not been
studied thoroughly together.

4.1.1

Existing Methods Drawback

In Paper A, we discuss the preamble detection procedure thoroughly. The power
delay profile (PDP) and threshold-based detectors at the receiver-end compare the
circular correlation of the received signal with its reference sequence. If a corresponding bin in the correlation signal contains a value above the set noise, the
threshold receiver realises a preamble, as depicted in Figure 4.1a, in case of single preamble attempt, the correlation results in the right detection. In this case,
the peak is detected in bin 1000. If we consider, two UEs randomly select identical preamble and send it. At the same RACH period in the best-case multiple
peaks will be detected. Now, at the receiver side, the signature may or may not
be detected successfully. This brings the uncertainty of signature detection. If the
signature is detected, the receiver proceeds further to detect the preamble. During
the preamble detection phase, three events may occur, as follows:
(i) From the received signal, the signatures cyclic prefix can be retrieved successfully1 . In such a case, the correlation of signature will give the correct value
of the preamble.
(ii) The received composite signal is erroneous. As a result, correlation detects
the wrong peak and results in having the wrong preamble value due to the
wrong lag detection.
1 This can happen in two conditions i) the delay between signatures arrival is too low that
it does not affect overall detection procedure, ii) the delay between first signature and second
signature arrival is more than one cyclic prefix period, iii)The power of one of the signature is too
weak so at the receiver one preamble is realised.
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Figure 4.1: Genre of multiplicity
(iii) The composition of the received signature’s correlation returns a null value.
In other words, the detected correlation peaks are lower than the detection
threshold or the received signal is too noisy or erroneous for nothing meaningful to be detected at the receiver side.
In case of a preamble conflict, as depicted in Figure 4.1b, the preamble detected
at bin 1009 represents another orthogonal preamble. In addition, multiple peaks
are detected within a bin and in the other bins. As a result, the receiver realises
the collision in a different preamble than the collided preamble. In other words, if
a collision occurs at preamble 9, the receiver detects preamble 13 with multiplicity.
Now, if one device selects preamble 13 and transmits at the same PRACH slot, the
receiver will realise it as a collision. Paper A elaborates the problem in detail.

4.1.2

Proposed Method

We proposed a carrier frequency shift (CFS) detection-based multiplicity detection,
even though a device is allocated to a specific carrier frequency. Due to the physical
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Figure 4.2: CFO detection based PRACH receiver for multiplicity detection.

circuit and oscillator limitation, a device transmits a signal with a shifted frequency.
We proposed to exploit these properties of wireless communication technologies to
detect the multiplicity. As depicted in Figure 4.1c, CFS detection can detect
the multiplicity with power spectral density estimation. The receiver design of
frequency shift based peak detection is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The details can be
found in Paper A. After the removal of cyclic prefix among the three-layer parallel
processing; the first two parts form the frequency and time domain approach [44].
For the multiplicity detection, the power spectral shift first processes the sample.
This finds the periodic components in the signal and portrays the spectral power
shift from where the peak is detected by setting the power threshold. The highest
peak above the power threshold within 200 Hz is detected as the peak. The count
of the peaks gives the estimation of the multiplicity.

4.1.3

Results

In this section, we initially analyse the multiplicity detection with PDP threshold
detector-based detection and our proposed power spectral frequency profile (PSFP)
based detection. We compare the performance of these two-detection methods.
Figure 4.3a shows the comparison of correct multiplicity detection. We used the
parameters stated in Section 3.5.2 to perform the simulation.
The result shown in Figure 4.3a indicates that CFS-based multiplicity detection
outperforms the detection performance of PDP-based preamble detection methods.
For a no collision case in lower SNR, the receiver may misdetect the preamble
with PDP. However, with CFS, the receiver can always successfully detect the
signal, even in noisy conditions. However, the order of collided devices affects the
detection rate. For the PDP receiver, the correct multiplicity detection rate reduces
drastically to 1% for SNR above -8 dB, as illustrated in Figure 4.3a. On the other
hand, CFO-based detection improves the performance by at least 15 times in the
extreme case scenario when the collision order is 5 with the same preamble. In the
case of a two-device collision, the detection rate is approximately 90%. Another
interesting result is observed for a three-device collision, when the target preamble
detection rate increases linearly. From the 4th order collision, the characteristics
of detection linearly decrease. As the chance increases for other devices to have
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higher SNR and channel gain, the destructive summation rate of received signals
also increases.
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Figure 4.3: Multiplicity detection performance
Another important observation from this study is the wrote detection of the
preamble in a collision case. When a collision occurs, the receiver realises another preamble number. For instance, if a conflict occurred at preamble 14 due to
the comprised received signals circular correlation, a receiver may realise another
preamble like 12. Figure 4.3b illustrates the wrong preamble detection rate. As is
evident, the wrong detection rate is significantly higher for the lower order of collision, and for the higher order of collision the destructive signal generation rate is
higher, which results in null detection. This occurs because the preamble detection
procedure is sensitive to frequency and time offset. As the comprised signal always
encounters some frequency and time offset, these error results gain values in the
wrong bins during correlation.

4.1.4

Implications of the Wrong Detection

If we consider the detection uncertainty, the probability of realised collision will
further reduce. This means that even if there are many collisions in the system, the
base station will not be able to realise the collision at the correct preamble. The
probability that the base station realises the collision at the right preamble can be
defined as,
Prealisedcollision = Pcoll (M, N, q) ∗ Pcorrectdetection ,

(4.1)

The performance of correct preamble and multiplicity detection depends significantly on the receiver’s sensitivity and the choice of sequence processing at the
base station. Without loss of generality, one can model the probability of correct
multiplicity detection as,
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correct
Pdetection
= P r(Φ > ΦT hreshold ) =

Z

fa +f0

Φ(t, f )dtdf,

(4.2)

fa −f0

where the power integration has been taken over the bandwidth of allocated
subcarriers to RACH and the respective time span of the RACH resources, i.e.,
k × T T I. Furthermore, Φ(t, f )istheaggregatedreceivedpowerdensityf unction, i.e.,
Φ(t, f ) = Y (t, f ) × Y ∗ (t, f ),

(4.3)

where * represents the complex conjugate operator. Furthermore, Y (t, f ) is the
aggregated received signal, i.e. the summation of all collided signature signals, and
could be modelled as
Y (t, f ) =

L
X

Yj (t + ∆tj , f − ∆fj ),

(4.4)

j=1

where ∆tj and ∆fj are the time offset and frequency drift of the jth transmitter,
respectively.
This means the preamble collision rate consideration is one optimistic part of
the collision scenario. To capture the overall characteristic of the collision case
in the cellular system, it is necessary to consider the realised collision probability
instead of the collision probability for practical RACH dimensioning and protocol
designing.

4.2

Contention Resolution

As we can see, the contention detection affects the non-colliding preambles most of
the time, which means the victim of any collision in the majority of instances is a
device that actually transmitted in another preamble where there may not be any
collision. In such a case, to generate access fairness, we need to design a system
that can solve the identified problem.

4.2.1

Existing Methods Shortcomings

In cellular systems, the random-access procedure is the typical way to reserve radio
resources in the data plane and create uplink time-synchronisation among the base
station and the device [63]. We can say the RACH performs the role of a gatekeeper
to avoid access congestion in the control and data plane. With the present connection initiation procedure, existing cellular systems can support small and sporadic
transmissions per day with few retransmission attempts. However, the system is
only capable of handling a few concurrent attempts. In turn, when a reasonable
number of devices arrive within a short interval, the system handles this situation by
introducing access blocking, delay, or by assigning additional physical resources to
the system. Our studies show that in dense MTC deployment scenarios, the access
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Figure 4.4: RA collision.

collision rate increases, which in turn increase devices’ retransmission rates, and
thus decreases device battery lifetime [18]. In short, simultaneous access increases
the access congestion, as the preamble per PRACH slot is limited. This is true
for any existing system that uses the signature-based slotted Aloha protocol. As
shown in Figure 4.4, this happens because the base station cannot sense a collision
in the early phase of the access procedure if several access requests with similar
preambles arrive within a certain delay spread interval. When such a situation
occurs, collided devices take a few Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) retrials before realising
the collision and back off to restart the procedure again. This type of contention
resolution procedure takes a few long moments, to take the decision and draw some
additional device-battery usage. There are many congestion control methods, but
none can solve the collision problem without introducing extra delay or resources to
the system, as explained in Section 1.6.2. Above all, as discussed in Section 4.1.4,
the collision actually affects the preamble orthogonality and possibly affects the
other preambles, which are not in a collision. In such a context, we first discuss the
severity of a collision. Then we propose a method to address the collision unfairness
issues along with contention resolution challenges.

4.2.2

Delay Estimation based Random Access (DERA)

A novel initial access method DERA was proposed in [18], which is a delay estimationbased collision awareness mechanism. Figure 4.5 illustrates the flow of the proposed
initial access procedure. This scheme accelerates the collision detection and resolution in the early stage of a random access procedure. In a large coverage area, this
scheme can improve the collision cognisance and efficiently decrease the average
access delay and consumed energy of devices in the RA procedure by reducing the
retransmission rate. The proposed scheme exploits the fact that for each device
encountered propagation delay (PD) is different, which can be well estimated by
the base station and the device [19]. Then, using the base station’s assistance,
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Figure 4.5: DERA procedure.

Figure 4.6: PD calculation.

one of the collided devices can complete the initial access successfully, while other
devices can realise the collision and restart a new session in the very early stage.
As explained in Paper B, if the PDP detects a RACH preamble, the peak
searching function can estimate the preamble. Further, as the peak position is
affected by the cyclic shift and propagation delay, the preamble detection module
can calculate the propagation delay if the quantity of propagation delay in the
temporal domain is less than the unit cyclic shift value [135], as follows:
TPBS
D = Tx − Tref ,

(4.5)

In this expression, Tref is the reference time at the base station, and Tx is the
time at which the preamble from device x is received, as depicted in Figure 4.6.
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Then, the base station transmits a message comprising TPBS
D and the base station
processing period, along with RAR (from this moment we call it enhanced RAR
(ERAR) for the convenience of further discussion), in step 2. The base station
processing time for each request, i.e., TLBS , is defined as follows,
RACH
TLBS = |TRX
− TTERAR
|,
X

(4.6)

RACH
where TRX
is the PRACH received time at the base station antenna connector point, and TxRAR is the RAR transmission time at the base station antenna
connector. In our scheme, each device calculates its propagation delay by using the
Timing Alignment MSG 2 [136], i.e.
ERAR
TPDevice
= 0.5[(TRx
− TTPxRACH ) − TLBS ]
D

(4.7)

RAR
where TRx
is the time at which RAR is received at the device end, and
is the time at which the device sends the preamble. Then the device
compares its own calculated propagation delay with the received propagation delay
embedded with the RAR. This provides the device with an awareness of collision
for each received RAR. Based on this, each contending device can know whether
the RAR that matched the used preamble is intended for it. More details of this
method can be found in Papers B and C.

TxP RACH

4.2.3

Results

We considered the system model and simulation scenario, as stated in Section 3.3.2.
First, we studied how frequently such collisions can occur. Our results in Figure 4.7a
indicate that it can occur regularly, as more than 10 simultaneous device arrivals
gives a 60% chance of collision among the arrived devices. The collision occurrence
rate rises to more than 95% for more than 15 devices [19]. Collision becomes
even more critical in contention based random access, when the set of preambles is
further subdivided into two subgroups to transmit one bit of information relating
to the amount of transmission resource needed to transmit the message at step 3.
Then, we performed a comparison of standard contention resolution procedure
with our proposed DERA method. From Figure 4.7b, it is evident that the conventional system performed efficiently in low load. However, the system starts
collapsing after it reaches the saturation point of 150 simultaneous device arrivals.
Although in the simulation, we considered a case whereby after each arrival there
is no burst in the next slots; here devices fail to get access to the allowed retransmission window which was set to 20 in this case. A congestion control scheme
with access barring for different service profiles can significantly improve the performance, but with the cost of delay as illustrated in Paper, C. Figure 4.7c shows
the collision rate where it is evident that even with the barring method, the congestion rate is noticeably high. The only way to reduce such an effect, in this case,
is to increase the waiting time before each retrial.
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Figure 4.7: Performance evaluation of collision resolution
Table 4.1: Mis-detection rate
∆T
RAR mis-detection rate

0.05µs
0,2493

0.1µs
0,1513

0.25µs
0,0695

0.5µs
0,0136

Another important point thing to note here is that due to the wrong detection
effect the preambles that are not in a collision may realise a collision by the receiver.
Our proposed solution is to address this problem with a false detection rate, as
stated in Table 4.1.

4.3

Resource Allocation and Utilisation

Accommodating the heterogeneity of service requirements is one of the key challenges to making 5G a reality. One of the key concepts to address heterogeneous
service provisioning is network slicing. In particular, 5G is expected to support four
different macro-categories of services, namely enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB),
massive machine-type communications (mMTC), vehicle to everything (V2X) and
URLLC [65, 137–139]. Both 5G and LTE-M network slicing, and virtualisation
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Figure 4.8: Radio-level network slicing orchestration in 5G and LTE/LTE-A.

of radio components broaden the scope to support coexistence service sets with
different resource requirements. This ensures fairness of resource accessibility and
utilisation of allocated resources, and thus has the uttermost importance in the
case of network slicing.

4.3.1

Existing Methods Shortcomings

Network slicing can enable the resource to split, once a device passes through the
connection procedure and receives access information. The initial access and control channel for such a network is mostly considered a shared resource channel, as
depicted in Figure 4.8. This reduces the problem again to initial access efficiency
and resource utilisation to ensure resource accessibility and availability, respectively. For instance, we can consider a scenario in which the control channel is
mostly occupied by smart city service access requests, where the smart city does
not entail dedicated accessibility like industrial IoT (IIoT) service slice. Indeed, the
accessibility of other slices to access the resources will be hampered. In addition,
our earlier results indicate that excessive collision reduces the resource utilisation
rate (see Paper C). Another way to solve this problem is by introducing a hard split
of resources among each slice. With orthogonal multiple access (OMA), the target
quality-of-service guarantees can be achieved by designing each service separately
with dedicated control resources allocated to each service [140,141]. When URLLC
or mMTC traffic types are characterised by short and bursty transmissions at random time instants, control resources allocated statically to these services are likely
to be unused for most of the time, and thus wasted.

4.3.2

Proposed Method

Network slicing trade-off in OMA can be addressed if we are able to send more
than one-bit information during the preamble transmission in the initial access
stage (step 1). In addition, it is crucial to ensure resource accessibility to reduce
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Figure 4.9: Traffic profiling on frequency plane.

the impact of coexistence service slices on each other. It is necessary to ensure
access and control channel resource utilisation to meet accessibility requirements
per service set. Although our contention resolution method can solve the collision
for one device in a collision case, the other colliding devices still need to retry.
Services such as URLLC have strict delay restraints, and in such cases resource
allocation schemes should be more elastic to adopt different service types in one
system.
4.3.2.1

One extra bit of information transmission during PRACH
preamble transmission

The proposed scheme uses these carrier frequency properties to transmit an extra
bit of information. In LTE and 5G slotted Aloha systems, the UE is downlink
synchronised with the pilot-based training. The frequency offset on the uplink is
thus determined by the frequency synchronisation error and the Doppler frequency
shift. As the UE in LTE and 5G systems usually uses a 0.1 ppm/year or better
oscillator, the CFO results are as low as 250 Hz (max) at a carrier frequency of
900 MHz. Furthermore, the Doppler effect on the frequency shift in the mentioned
carrier frequency can be 260 Hz, assuming the UE is travelling with a speed of 311
km/hr. Hence, in standard PRACH design, we have a guard band spacing of 1.25
KHz.
When the majority of the devices are stationary or travelling at a speed less
than 200 km/hr, the PRACH guard band can be designed in such a way that we
can devise the frequency spacing into two profiles, representing different priority
options. Figure 4.9 depicts such a profiling option. As the misdetection rate of
a preamble in a known frequency shift case is less than 0.0001 [142], we utilise
such profiling to send an extra bit of information that can enable profiling at the
control channel level. In this case, the UE will transmit with a known frequency
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Figure 4.10: Example of two-bit information-based traffic characteristics.

shift to signal the priority class of the device. As depicted in Figure 4.10, the
subset of extra one-bit information preambles and the priority class then can be
translated to different traffic profiles MTC, URLLC, MBB, and V2X. This will
enable network slicing at the control plane level. In the case of mobility, we need to
adjust the PRACH guard band to absorb the Doppler effect. The proposed method
will require an additional 1 kHz of extra guarding between PRACH subcarriers to
provide profiling in each mobility case.
Figure 4.11 illustrates robust detection in a collision case. When two devices
from different profiles peak, the same preamble can be identified. Then, depending
on the requirements, the eNB prioritises the access reliability of each service case.
For example, in the case of a collision, if the gNB/eNB detects that a URLLC
device is attempting to connect with a colliding preamble, eNB then can assign
multiple RAR to the colliding URLLC device on MSG3. Then the URLLC device
that does not find any regular response can use the grant free/pool resources to
transmit the data. Otherwise, in a no-collision case, this piece of information can
help eNB to decide whether the UE can transmit data in MSG3. In such a case,
we can use the same transmitter, as shown in Section 4.1.2.

Figure 4.11: CFS transmitter diagram.
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Figure 4.12: Power spectral density-based detection at the receiver side (In the
marked area, the receiver detected two peaks).

4.3.2.2

Neural network based Semi-Grantfree resource pool allocation

To allocate resources at the early phase, we propose a supervised learning-based
method to assign a dynamic resource pool to collided devices to resolve the collision
in the early stage. We used the carrier frequency shift-based multiplicity detection
and conventional preamble detection information to train a neural network-based
resource allocation algorithm to optimise the grant-free resource pool allocation.
The base station detects any conflict in step 1 of the random-access procedure, as
illustrated in Figure 4.12. In step 2, the receiver responds to the conflict with
a RAR and a RAR pool. The RAR pool is a common resource pool for all the
devices that are in a collision and can use the pool. We propose a RACH slotbased resource pool allocation, where the devices belonging to a specific service
profile like URLLC or V2X try to get resources from the associated profile pool.
Figure 4.13 illustrates how we can transmit the resource pool information through
the RAR message. The details of the protocol’s mechanism can be found in Paper
E.
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Figure 4.13: RAR format.

4.3.3

Results

The size of the pool is extrapolated from the neural network-based learning. We
used a simple feed-forwarded neural network, which is a fully connected network
of neurons where the neurons in layer i are connected to any neurons in the next
layer i + 1. For each preamble detection, multiplicity detection, and error of pool
allocation, we trained the neural network in MATLAB using synthetic data generated from the NS3 LTE module. As depicted in Figure 4.14, the neural network
predicts the collided devices with ten hidden layers of the neuron where each layer
consists of 16 neurons.
To determine the potential pool-based resource allocation, we first compared
the performance of two types of resource pool allocation schemes: i) allocate RAR
pool per realised collided preamble, and ii) allocate RAR pool to RAR profile-based
PRACH slot. For the second case, we assumed that all the devices were already
aware of their service profile. In addition, we assumed that there are two types of
service profiles as the traditional devices can transmit 1 bit of information to have
a very high-level profiling.
Figure 4.15a illustrates the failure probability of the first scenario and Figure 4.15b illustrates the second scenario in the colour scale. The x-axis shows the
allocated resource per realised collided preamble, and the y-axis represents the total

Figure 4.14: Input layer.
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preambles detected. As it is evident from Figure 4.15a, the collision detected as
wrong preamble. This means the allocated resource per realised collided preamble does not really reduce the collision effectively. Even though we allocated 11
resources per realised collision preamble, there was a 10% RAR failure, which was
the best we could achieve. This is because the pool size was significantly smaller
per realised pool and in a majority of cases, the pool was allocated to the wrong
preamble because the receiver detected the wrong preamble at the base station.
However, if we allocate resources per profile basis where the devices transmit one
extra bit according to the proposal explained in Section 4.3.2.1, the base station
estimates the collision and allocates resource according to the service profile. In
this case, with just two profiles, with pool-based resource allocation, we can reduce
the failure rate to 1.4%, which is the maximum failure rate in the most extreme
case scenario. Then, we used synthetic data by using the second scheme to optimise the resource allocation for the second scheme. We used only 20,000 access
data to train the neural network. Then we used 30,000 data to validate the result.
Figure 4.15c shows the error histogram with 20 bins. Bins are the number of vertical bars observed on the graphlines in the range of -.3416 to 0.244. Moreover,
Figure 4.15d shows the output of the given dataset. As is evident, the target and
the output value match where the regression coefficient of correlation R is 0.99997.
In other words, we can observe linearity with the minor error between the actual
and estimated value or required resources per pool.

4.4

Discussion

To grasp the limitations of any algorithm, a single layer (MAC or PHY layer) focused modelling can end up with a partial understanding of a system. Lack of
complete understanding may lead to the wrong interpretation of any system’s competence. To avoid this, we attempted to examine physical and medium access layer
performance issues, followed by the control-plane resource management. This was
done to answer the first part of our high-level questions: ’Where is the fundamental
scalability limit of cellular systems initial access procedure?’(CRQ1).
To address this question, we examined the physical layer of initial access procedures to address the second research question contained within this thesis, ’What is
the effect of multiplicity on cellular initial access and preamble signature detection
performance?’(RQ2). Our study suggests that multiplicity on a single preamble
does not always result zero correlation. As the initial access procedure has a power
control mechanism, three things could occur at the receiver side, as follows: 1) two
devices select the same preamble but the receiver realises the presence of a single
signatures2 correctly; 2) the autocorrelation of reference signature and received signature of the Zedoff-Chu sequence results in a perfect zero correlation and results
2 This can happen because the power control or receiver receives both signals within less than
the detection threshold, so that the receiver cannot detect the collision.
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(a) RAR without Learning

(b) RAR with Learning

(c) Learning error rate

(d) Regression coefficient of correlation

Figure 4.15: Supervised learning-based resource allocation evaluation

null3 ; 3) the auto-correlation results in the wrong preamble detection by detecting the wrong peak. According to our study, in a noisy system the probability of
detecting the wrong preamble is very high. Correct detection of collision in such
systems seldom occurs, which has a low effect on collision detection. Fortunately,
the receiver can detect the preamble. Unfortunately, at MAC layers, it will be realised incorrectly. This means initial access collision detection does not just affect
the collided devices but also affects the performance of other devices that may not
have collided primarily, but because the receiver will detect preamble, because of
the wrong preamble detection, it will discard that access attempt as well.
If we look into the state-of-the-art proposal to solve collision, it is evident that
3 Which

means the receiver fails to detect any preamble.
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the majority of the proposed method deals with the problem at the MAC layer with
the underlying assumption that the physical layer detected the collision correctly.
Then, the problem is only that the proposed MAC layer model can enhance the performance of the initial access mechanism and contention resolution procedure. By
investigate ’What is the effect of multiplicity on cellular initial access performance?’
we can claim that multiplicity not only affects the non-collided preamble but also
has a bell curve effect on performance. In other words, if we increase the number of
users, the preamble detection after a threshold point starts to degrade and create
a bell curve. This again suggests that even if we can theoretically handle a large
number of device-collisions in reality at the receivers’ physical layer that collision
will not be detected or realised at all. Therefore, contention resolution in such a
case is almost ineffective. In addition, passive blocking (like ACB, EAB) is not
always functional because detection of one preamble does not clearly indicate a low
attachment rate, or that the RACH access layer is already congested. Indeed, this
may cause several retransmissions until a device reaches the retransmission limits
which causes power wastage because of these unaccounted transmissions. Furthermore, we proposed CFS, which prominently increases the device detection rate but
still have a limit over the number of devices collided to a frequency.
To answer ’How can cellular systems support heterogeneous services with cellular IoT’s initial access procedure?’(RQ3), in Section 4.2, we presented DERA to
solve the problem. Even in collision cases all the collided devices would receive
resources but only the device whose transmission delay matches with the estimated
propagation delay would gain access. Our study proves that the cellular system
can enhance performance by 80% and can guarantee shorter retransmission than
any other proposed method. Because the propagation delay estimation occurred in
a microsecond, the Doppler effect had a limited effect on performance in mobility
cases. A device with 150 km/h does not face any performance degradation, where
devices operating above 350 km/h face some degradation due to misdetection of
delay. However, the performance is still higher than the standard access mechanism.
In Section 4.3, we sought the answer to RQ1: ’How can the initial access resource allocation’s accessibility and utilisation be enhanced in a heterogeneous IoT
service context?’ We began the study with the modelling of IoT traffic increments
to resource requirements in the existing system. Then we showed how DERA could
again solve the problem by assuring access to allocated resources. Then we fully
explored the core problem to seek ways to allocate resource to those devices that
have collided and cannot access in an attempt. We proposed a pool-based semigranted resource allocation mechanism where we showed that allocating an extra
pool of resources to all colliding devices could prominently enhance performance.
Furthermore, we showed that using the neural network could link the preamble detection to possible collision from where we could reliably find the resource required
for a certain random-access response period.
Finally, we supplementary investigate whether present C-IoT’s initial access
mechanism can support massive heterogeneous services scalability. It is evident
from our results that, if the IoT service market growth is linear, C-IoT can support
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the service scalability with the existing access mechanism. However, if the service
growth rate is exponential, then state-of-the-art C-IoT will not be enough to address
such service scalability. Accordingly, this work will expand the scope of scalability
but still cannot say whether it is enough to uphold IoT services growth in future.
As the IoT service market is quite immature and it is not clear how much data
granularity is necessary for a specific service, we can only rely on the speculation
that device density will increase, but duty cycle will remain fixed. In such cases, we
can claim that the existing proposed mechanism will be enough to support massive
heterogeneous IoT services.

Chapter 5

IoT Communication and Platform
Service Cost Structure
In this chapter, we present key findings of the study regarding cost efficient IoT
service provisioning. We present our findings from an incumbent communication
service providers’ perspective. This study aims to identify the macro and micro
level cost drivers of IoT service scalability. In addition, we study the feasibility of
IoT service scalability with multiple network and platform deployment options.
While the previous chapter focused on the technical aspects of C-IoT networks,
it is also paramount to know the profitability of such wide scale deployment. Knowing the scope of C-IoT systems in the LPWA service domain will give a clear rationale for business and service scope. As we identified in Section 2.2, there is no
publicly available framework to assess IoT service provisioning cost. In this chapter,
we introduce a framework to prevail the cost estimation for IoT service scalability
at macro and micro levels. Then we present the cost drivers for an incumbent
operator with high and low IoT traffic cases.

5.1

IoT Service Provisioning Stages and Activities

Before detailing the framework and analysis, it is necessary to understand the
service provisioning phases. Service provisioning refers to processes that allow a
system to provide new services in the business. In many cases, it is also known as
service mediation. IoT service provisioning refers to the processes that enable IoT
service for users. As IoT services require close co-operation among different actors
from different service domains, from a CSP perspective, it is essential to identify
the key stages and activities to bring an IoT service into action. We identify four
stages with multiple activities, as shown in Figure 5.1. These stages and listed
activities are relevant to CSPs, who also provide platform solution services.
To evaluate the service provisioning cost, we consider four stages, as follows:
1) planning, 2) service design and development, 3) service integration and deploy73
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Figure 5.1: IoT service provisioning stage for CSP.

ment, and 4) operation and maintenance. The planning phase is the crucial step
to estimate the business viability of a deployment. From a service perspective, it
is of the utmost importance to identify the service requirements and complexity
of project requirements to define the functionalities of a service. This is the step
that understands how to reduce and realise the risk of an individual business target
or technology deployment. The whole task is to assess the risk of investment and
understand how a system can be the best fit for a specific business. For the viability check of any IoT service, a comprehensive techno-economic analysis is required,
which comprises a qualitative analysis of the business, and a quantitative assessment of the technology. Quantitative assessment includes the technical performance
of systems and software development, by considering the business scope, horizontal
and vertical scaling, and teams capabilities. If assessments of all considered parameters suggest scalability with positive cash flow, then a CSP can move to the second
phase, which is the initial rollout. In the second phase, the outlined requirements
are translated to project size and efforts in terms of working hours required to execute the integration of the project. After that, software development takes place.
At the deployment phase, hardware requirement is assessed, based on the scenario
and user requirements. In addition, service test and deployment take place during
this phase. The deployment phase is a regular process to check the fulfilment of
service demand with the deployed infrastructure. The final stage is where operation and maintenance are assessed. Regular maintenance of the hardware and data
centre needs to be taken into account along with software development operations
and continuous upgrading operations.

5.2

Framework

A reference architecture is presented in Figure 5.2, where we identify three main
layers of the IoT platform: i) connectivity platform, ii) service platform, and iii)
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Figure 5.2: IoT platform architecture.

application platform. Each layer consists of multiple modules where different cost
parameters play a role in terms of cost-efficient scalability. Security, privacy, and
interoperability are not considered in this study; hence, it is not part of the main
framework and analysis.
Typically, in year zero, a CSP invests a significant amount on network rollout.
However, in the IoT case, a CSP needs to invest in the platform service planning and
design, even before going to the network deployment planning stage. Depending on
strategic decisions, a CSP can initiate the IoT business before going for a dedicated
IoT network. In such a case, a CSP starts with service provisioning along with platform deployment in parallel. This is for the platform software design, development,
and business feasibility testing at different phases of service provisioning. During
the implementation and deployment stage, a CSP gradually invests in the network,
aiming to ensure coverage and then to assure service quality. Service quality of a
network and software are fine-tuned during the operational period. Network maintenance and bug fixes are a continuous process of service scalability, which is the
third phase that keeps the product relevant to the market. The overall IoT service
provisioning cost analysis framework is presented in Figure 5.3. Investment in the
first and second phases is a considerable upfront investment, and is typically considered capital expenditure. Maintenance costs, electricity fees, and other related
costs are considered the regularly incurred costs, which are known as operational
expenditure.
For device cost, we considered the sensor devices cost. We took the average
device cost, which is specific to each technology. In addition, the network cost
assessment is presented in Papers F and G, whilst Paper H illustrates the framework
for service and application platform s cost analysis. We elaborate the summary of
the connectivity, service, and application platforms cost assessment frameworks as
follows.
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Figure 5.3: IoT service provisioning cost assessment framework.

5.2.1

Connectivity Platform Cost Assessment

Cost assessment of connectivity services assesses the connectivity platforms’ cost,
consisting of two modules: i) sensor device cost, and ii) connectivity infrastructure
cost.
The sensor device cost is specific to each technology. We propose an assessment
framework for the network infrastructure cost. Figure 5.4 presents the framework’s
schematic diagram. In the framework, the demand is profiled based on the service,
device, and selected scenario requirements. From the requirements, we outlined
the demand in terms of several devices and their duty cycle. To profile the capacity, we considered the specifications of an IoT communication system like the data
rate, bandwidth, modulation scheme, spectrum usage pattern, antenna transmission technique, path loss, and interference possibility in terms of packet error rate,
along with regulation limits. The regulation limit is country-specific but important,
as for some technology it is the key deciding factor of the duty cycle of the system in shared spectrum cases. From the demand and capacity profile, the required
number of sites were calculated based on the framework explained in Papers F and
G. To pinpoint the capacity trade-offs, we considered four parameters:
a) Coverage: number of the site to area coverage b) Device capacity per site c)
Data capacity per site per day d) Message transmission capacity per site per day
based on the ’time on air’ calculation
The outcome of the dimensioning procedure was the number of equipment in
terms of base stations or gateways, fronthaul, and backhaul bandwidth. In Paper
F, we presented the detailed impact of path loss on cell range using the OkumuraHata model. In addition, we conducted a simulation-based study to observe and
understand the impact of ISM band interference on Sigfox and LoRaWAN using the
BER in our dimensioning calculation for Sigfox and LoRaWAN presented in Paper
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Figure 5.4: Connectivity platform cost assessment

G. The limitation of the BER estimation is that currently, we are only considering
the impact of Sigfox and LoRaWAN on each other, where the ISM band is used by
several other technologies as well.

NPV =

N
X

Cr
,
(1
+
R)yr
yr=0

(5.1)

Then, we used the cost estimation of each element related to CAPEX and
OPEX to calculate the total cost of ownership of IoT radio access technologies
(RATs). Figure 5.4 shows the parameters considered in the CAPEX and OPEX
calculations. Paper G lists the cost assumptions and details of the cost model. We
used net present value (NPV) to account for the investment and operation costs to
identify the profitability of an IoT connectivity system. Accordingly, NPV for N
years is calculated as,
where Cyr represents the annual total cash flow in year yr, while R represents
the discount rate, and yr represents the network operation period in years. Based
on economic results (such as NPV analysis and technical performance), it is possible
to select the economically viable connectivity solution. However, the device cost
can be crucial in making this decision.
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Figure 5.5: Service platform cost assessment

5.2.2

Service and Application Platform Provisioning Cost

As depicted in Figure 5.2, a service platform consists of four main elements: i)
service design and management, ii) data management, iii) device management, and
iv) interoperability. In this study, we only consider three elements, such that interoperability is not included within the scope of the study. Instead, the application
platform is jointly calculated along with the service platform elements. We assumed
that the platform service providers’ need to create interfaces that can be accessed
by a service-specific modular, which we considered as the application platform modular. In our study, we only considered this interface as part of the application layer
platform from a platform provider’s point of view.
Figure 5.5 exemplifies our proposed generic framework. As illustrated in the
figure, we calculated the working hours by analysing the service requirement, based
on the use of case analysis. We considered 17 parameters and used the COCOMO
II and PERT models to analyse the weighted average working hours required for a
project. For the hardware dimensioning, we calculated the hardware requirements
by analysing demand and capacity profiling. Then, with the cost assumptions, it
is possible to assess the platforms’ cost structure under a specific service condition.
The details of the framework can be found in Paper H.
5.2.2.1

Hardware Dimensioning

We assumed a generic form of architecture consisting of four components and dimensions for each, accordingly. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, the four components of
an IoT platform consist of an IoT gateway, device and service management, data
storage, and application servers. In the framework, we dimension the hardware
capacity of each component, and for software dimensioning, we considered all the
components’ software as a part of the platform software project. As it is evident,
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Figure 5.6: Considered platform’s hardware architecture

the IoT gateway deals with the sensors and edge clouds, so the increment of devices
requires the scalability of IoT gateway components. In addition, the application
server component deals with the users’ access and data queries. Increments of user
accessibility require bandwidth along with processing and memory to process specific queries. User density has an impact on the application servers’ scalability.
The other two components are interlinked with each other and with the IoT gateways and application server; increments of device access or user activity affect the
dimensioning of these two components.
With the assumed hardware architecture of the platform, we profiled the capacity based on required computing resources to cater for the input demand. To
support any application at the hardware level, the primary required computing
resources were a central processing unit (CPU), random-access memory (RAM),
storage, network interface controller (NIC), and bandwidth. Details of the hardware dimensions can be found in Paper H. Once we determined the input demand,
we dimensioned the hardware resources in each module. Considering the maximum number of computing resources available in the assumed server, the maximum
amount of required computing resource decides the number of servers as follows
β.DRAM
CP U
Nserver = max( min(CPα.D
,
,
CI−BU S ,CCP U ) min(CP CI−BU S ,CRAM )

π.Dstorage µ.DN IC
Cstorage , CN IC )

(5.2)

where, α, β, π, and µ are redundancy factors for CPU, RAM, storage and
NIC capacity dimensioning, respectively. These factors varied for each computing
resource between 1 and 2.
5.2.2.2

Software Development

Software development cost consists of time and effort estimation that is spent on
a project, and are largely related to software developers’ remuneration with other
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Table 5.1: Project Category

Project Type

a (coefficient)

b (coefficient)

Kilo lines of
codes (KLOC)

Organic
Semi Detached
Embedded

3,2
3
2,8

1,05
1,12
1,2

<50
50-300
>300

costs that are not covered during a development project like testing operations. As
in all cases, the cost estimation of a project largely depends on the team’s success;
this is considered the most uncertain part to ascertain. Hence, we considered a
holistic approach by outlining the project efforts in terms of the number of lines
of code. We can map a linear relation between the project attributes like size,
application functionality and complexity, and source code size. The larger the
source code, the higher the complexity, which means bigger team effort is required.
In order to estimate the software development effort, we used the constructive
cost model (COCOMO) II, which is an empirical method based on 163 software
projects [117]. COCOMO II takes the bottom-up approach, and considers 17 cost
drivers. We used the post-architectural model, which is one of the three models
proposed by Barry W Boehm. In this regression model-based method, estimations
can be made after the requirement analysis considers the complexity, reuse of codes,
platform difficulty, developer teams’ expertise, and facilities. In our study, we used
COCOMO II to model the primary effort schedule. Using this intermediate type
of model, we categorised projects into three groups based on the project size, as
illustrated in Table 5.1. Then, effort in man months was calculated referring to
Table 5.1 and to the additional effort adjustment factor (EAF), as shown in the
equation below.
Ef f ort(E) = a(KLOC)b × EAF

(5.3)

Accordingly, EAF is the summation of all the cost driver’s coefficient values
listed in the table, as presented in Paper H. The cost drivers are mapped to the
five scale drivers that account for the efforts, as follows:
1. Precedentedness 2. Development flexibility 3. Risk resolution 4. Team
cohesion 5. Process maturity
With COCOMO II, we calculated the most pessimistic, average, and optimistic
effort required for a project, then we used the PERT method to obtain the weighted
average man hours (1 man month = 160 man hours). The PERT estimate can be
calculated as,
P rojecttime =

(Optimistic + 4.Likely + P essimistic)
6

(5.4)
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Usually, PERT is used with the critical path method (CPM) for project scheduling and management to achieve better visualisation of each defined task (such as
when they are expected to execute). However, CPM considers activity time as
a constant and in a ’waterfall’ manner, which can result in underestimated effort. This is because in any software project, many parallel tasks are performed in
each period. Therefore, instead of CPM, we combined COCOMO II and PERT to
estimate an expected project end time. COCOMO II provided the estimates of optimistic, likely, and pessimistic project times. Then, PERT calculated the possible
estimates, which is a simplistic approach. As in most cases, COCOMO II estimates
give lower estimations of project time and PERT overestimates the project schedule. We believe this approach provides the closest realistic values. Details of the
method are presented in Paper H.

5.3

IoT Service Provisioning Cost: CSP Perspective.

This section presents the cost analysis of IoT service provisioning from a CSP point
of view. IoT service provisioning requires a network of actors in the service ecosystem. The main components (representing the actors) are a communication service
provider, sensor device service-provider, equipment vendor (data centre hardware
and network infrastructure), application service provider, platform service provider,
and data analytics. In Section 3.2.2, we abstracted the use case requirements from
the EU perspective, which is reflected in Papers F and G. In this analysis, we
considered an incumbent CSP who is considering the provision of an IoT service
and communication platform in Sweden. Hence, before moving to the analysis in
the next section, we outline here the detailed scenario assumption that will help to
understand the analysis metrics.

5.3.1

Considered Scenario

We considered the Swedish market, where the CSP will cover 90% of the total area
in 10 years. As discussed in Section 3.2, we subdivided the area into four categories: i) rural remote: the remote areas with forestry, and an average population
density fewer than 10 people per km2, ii) village: where the population density
is fewer than 50 people per km2, iii) small city: the population density is larger
than 100 people per km2, and iv) urban area: the population density is greater
than 500 people per km2. The city of Stockholm is classed as an urban area with
a population density of 3597 people per km2 [127], however more than 80% of the
landmass of Sweden has fewer than 50 people per km2 [128]. There are also vast
forest areas, where the tree density is 69,161 trees per km2. For the device density calculation, we assumed that in a best-case scenario 20%, and a worst-case
scenario 1% of the wildlife would be under the autonomous monitoring service by
2030. Autonomous monitoring services for factors such as wild-fire monitoring and
control, wild animal monitoring, and timber industry equipment monitoring were
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(a) High traffic growth

(b) Low traffic growth

Figure 5.7: Total cost of Incumbent CSP

considered. We assumed the incumbent operator wold have a 50% market share of
the IoT service business. In Sigfox deployment case, the platform is usually shared
among the Sigfox operators as a SaaS service. The similar trend is noticeable in
LoRaWAN case as well. In LPWAN case we assume the platform service provider
and LPWA operator share revenue.

5.3.2

Results

Based on the underlying assumptions discussed in Section 3.2, we analysed the
service provisioning cost from a CSP perspective. Service provisioning expenditure
included the cost of platform integration, LPWAN network deployment, and sensor
device costs. We calculated the overall cost and NPV for IoT services provisioning.
In Figure 5.7, we present the cost structure for IoT service provisioning under
both high and low traffic growth. In the high growth case, the number of devices for
the growth rate and service growth rate was fixed to 115% and 20%, respectively.
In the low growth case, the number of devices for the growth rate was fixed to 75%.
We assumed a fixed service growth rate in both cases. In addition, the message
growth rate was 50%, where in the first year the duty cycle was fixed to one message
per day.
In the case of low traffic growth, Sigfox and LoRaWAN required less deployment
cost than C-IoT systems rollout cost. This was because for C-IoT deployment,
case operators needed to invest in platform and infrastructure. As illustrated in
Figure 5.7b, the platform cost was the main cost because the CSPs needed to
invest in platform deployment. This was the lowest cost among the considered
platform deployment scenarios (i.e. On-Pr, IaaS, and PaaS). Consequently, for low
device growth cases, SaaS was the most cost-efficient solution among the considered
mainstream deployment cases, as illustrated in Figure 5.8b. LPWAN solutions like
Sigfox and LoRaWAN have a different business model than C-IoT services. Network
operators need to invest in network equipment where the BSS/ OSS is centralised,
and in many cases, the platform cost is realised as an OPEX. In our case, we
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(b) Low traffic growth

Figure 5.8: Platform service provisioning cost

assumed that the LPWAN operator shares 25% of the revenue with the platform
provider. As we were covering the CSPs perspective only, it was beyond our scope
to understand how much risk and profit the platform provider would gain with
such an approach. However, it was a clear way to benefit or promote the noncellular LPWA service. For the C-IoT case, both platform and infrastructure costs
were significant. However, among the C-IoT technologies, EC-GSM requires less
investment, as the sensor device and network equipment price is lower than NB-IoT
and LTE-M systems.
For the high device growth case, the growth of subscribed devices and the devices
activity increases the number of message transmissions, which reflects on the cost
function. For the Sigfox and LoRaWAN cases, the operators need to share profits
with the platform provider(see Figure 5.7a). For the C-IoT provider, this is not
the case. Hence, the cost is much lower than the non-cellular CSPs. It is worth
noting that for the high device growth rate, IaaS is the most cost-efficient solution
for platform service provisioning (illustrated in Figure 5.8a). However, this was
only true for the case of limited message growth rate. As all the incumbent mobile
operators already have overprovisioned data centres with an abundance of utilised
resources and spaces, scaling the data centre services to support IoT will improve
data centre revenue. Note that in both cases, EC-GSM is beneficial due to the
comparatively low device and equipment prices compared with the other considered
C-IoT.
In Figure 5.9, we present the NPV comparison of six considered LPWAN technologies, devices, and IoT platform cost effects to demonstrate the main cost drivers
in a broad scale. We assumed that the discount rate was 10%, and we considered
average revenue per device to be 1000 kr per year. As is evident from Figure 5.9 (in
both high and low traffic cases), LoRaWAN is a profitable solution. In the low traffic growth case, LoRaWAN and Sigfox with PaaS were less profitable than C-IoT
systems operating in the licensed band, whereas for C-IoT systems, IaaS was the
most effective solution. In the high traffic growth case, the On-Pr solution was the
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(a) High traffic growth

(b) Low traffic growth

Figure 5.9: NPV

most profitable approach for all the studied technologies. However, as we know,
Sigfox and LoRaWAN share profits with the platform owner. As a result, their
profitability is lower than other operators. Among the C-IoT systems in high device growth, EC-GSM was the most profitable solution, whereas in the low growth
case, LTE-M was the most prominent solution to deploy. The profitability of PaaS
was limited and in a majority of cases, not suitable for C-IoT CSPs.
From the results, is it evident that among the three parameters, platform deployment strategy is the most crucial cost factor that drives overall service provisioning profitability. The message increment rate and horizontal service increment
rate identified as the main cost driver for IoT platforms–see paper [143] for details.
Again, the duty cycle or message intensity affects the network dimensioning cost
drastically [34]. Therefore, we can say that message intensity is the main cost driver
for CSPs on a micro scale, but a macro-scale platform deployment is the main cost
driver.

5.3.3

Validity and Reliability

The framework presented in this chapter was used to analyse the causal effect of
emerging IoT communication technologies. The main objective of this study was
to combine process modelling and engineering design with economic evaluation.
We hope our work will help to assess the economic viability of a process and provide direction for future research, development, investment, and policymaking. We
outlined the detailed information of IoT services, platforms, and communication
technologies from multiple sources, such as literature, research data, vendors specifications, and market forecasts. We inferred scenarios based on pilot service deployment and project abstraction. Recently published market forecast from ’Mobile
Expert’ [144] compared the network deployment cost of LoRaWAN and NB-IoT.
The author has presented the viability of LPWAN deployment from the RoI perspective. Our LPWAN technologies cost-effective scalability analysis supports the
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key results of [144], where the NB-IoT was deployed in a licensed band [145] and unlicensed band [34]. In [144], the report claimed that LoRaWAN’s deployment cost
is lower than NB-IoT’s deployment cost. We extended this conclusion by comparing the rollout cost of six LPWAN technologies. Our results (presented in Section
5.3.2) show that LoRaWAN is a viable solution for a nationwide deployment case.
In addition, our analysis in Papers F and G indicate that LoRaWAN is not scalable
and sensitive to device activity rates. If the service granularity does not change
over the business years, the system is cost-effective. Another claim of [144] is that
the platform cost is a small part of the total cost of ownership. In contrast to
the report’s claim, our analysis in [143] and Section 5.3.2 shows that platform cost
is high when we consider the gradual growth of device subscription. Our results
support the result of [115], which suggests that the SaaS has scalability limits in
terms of cost. In addition, energy is the main cost driver of On-Pr data centres
and Cloud data centres when the platform providers target global platform markets. The same indication is reflected in [146]. Considering these facts, we can
argue that regardless, the framework is an abstraction of the detailed complex systems, and the analysis–based on the proposed framework–can give a certain level
of consistency to study the fundamental effects and characteristics of IoT service
scalability under different service contexts.

5.4

Discussion

To understand the cost structure of IoT connectivity and platform services, we presented a quantitative study. To answer the question ’How can the cost-effectiveness
of IoT connectivity and platform solutions be estimated?’ (RQ4), we presented
a framework to provision IoT networks and platform services. To estimate the
cost-effectiveness of IoT connectivity services, it is necessary to revisit the network
dimensioning parameters. Traditional dimensioning considering data or connection
usage and coverage are not enough to estimate the cost of IoT connectivity services. Instead, several devices, along with the number of messages transmitted per
day and coverage, are the key performance indicators for IoT connectivity services
cost structure. Paper G presents the details of the method used. For the cost
estimation of IoT platform services, it is necessary to consider software development cost, hardware cost, and maintenance and operation costs. There are some
software development cost estimation methods, but the literature review suggested
that among the platform developers, expert judgment-based software development
is highly practiced. Though it is a cheap and fast method to estimate the cost,
the chances of inaccuracy are much higher than any other method. In addition,
most existing methods do not deal with the service provision cost that includes
hardware and software costs. Traditionally, software costs and hardware costs have
been assessed separately. Hence, we presented a method to calculate platform cost
considering platform software development cost, required hardware, and their deployment option associated costs. This framework enabled us to answer the main
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question of this thesis, to understand the cost drivers of IoT connectivity and platform services.
When considering the question, ’What factors are driving the costs of IoT connectivity and platform services and why?’ (CRQ2), one of the key findings of our
work was that the IoT connectivity services are mainly limited to a number of messages transmitted per day. As IoT connectivity technologies are designed to deliver
services with significantly large duty cycles, changing service duty cycle during service maturity to achieve data granularity profoundly affects access performance.
When it came to platform service, the primary cost driver from the scalability
point of view came from the hardware limitation. However, our qualitative study
suggested that platforms need continuous tailoring to be relevant to the market.
Thus, the development cost is linear to the horizontal service scaling. It is evident
as a part of operation and maintenance of platform services as well. Furthermore,
the duty cycle of the devices affects the hardware requirements in terms of processing power and data storage. However, the duty cycle affects the PaaS and SaaS
service cost as those service level agreements predefine the granularity of a service
and device level access. From the service provisioning perspective, platform cost
contrasts significantly with network and device cost. Device activity is the key cost
driver for CSPs as it affects both network and platform costs exponentially. Neither
Sigfox nor LoRaWAN platform offer data analytics. They are only a mediator to
translate the data and forward it to the application user API, which means the application providers need another platform for data management. In this study, we
did not consider this aspect for the Sigfox and LoRaWAN platforms’ cost calculation. Therefore, Sigfox and LoRaWAN costs are lower compared to other services.
Considering the data management and analytics’ cost, this will potentially provide
another aspect to this analysis and may affect the overall outcome.

Chapter 6

Discussions and Implications: IoT
Service Scalability Enabler
6.1

Findings and Implications of Initial Access and
Resource Allocation Study

Initial random access is the key procedure for ensuring contention-free transmission
among users. Initial access works as a gatekeeper to ensure congestion-free resource
allocation among devices. In the domain of wireless communication, access collision is a classic problem for which researchers have been working for more than 70
years. Advancement in this area made today’s systems work effectively with the
existing standardised method. The cellular systems initial access procedure work
appropriately in normal traffic conditions. This is because in regular traffic conditions, the mean device access rate per slot is less than 1. As the LTE networks so
far have a significantly lower number of devices activity (apart from busy hours or
some unexpected incident) interruption due to the initial access operating collision
rate per UE is below 1%. However, in extreme cases, many device attempts can
escalate the congestion problem, which may become a concern for battery driven
IoT sensor devices. Hence, the main motivation of congestion resolution work is
always to push the boundary and make the wireless system more robust, so that in
extreme cases, the system can be functional.
On this note, we investigated the severity of a congestion issue on an initial access case in [17]. We performed a sanity check to identify the threshold of traditional
cellular systems collision resolution protocols. In the literature, it was constantly
mentioned that many simultaneous devices can initiate contention. However, it
was not clear how severe the contention problem was. At first, we investigated how
frequently a collision may occur. Our sanity check showed that if more than two
devices attempted to access in any given PRACH slot, the chance of an operating
collision per device was 10%. When ten devices attempted access in a PRACH slot,
the operating collision per device increased to 65%. (Please see Paper C for the
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detailed results). This was valid for LTE, LTE-A, LTE-A pro, LTE-M, NB-IoT,
and 5G NR1 initial access procedures as they all share the identical random-access
procedure for the initial connection.
Indeed, this is not a concern for devices that have a recharging possibility.
However, for battery driven IoT services and public safety services, fast and uninterrupted access is essential. For instance, in NB-IoT, if two or more IoT devices
choose the same first subcarrier in a single RACH opportunity, the following subcarriers (i.e., in the same RACH opportunity) would be same [143]. As the RACH
preamble transmission takes N times repetition of the preamble, in case of 12 repetitions or higher, the battery-driven devices will face unplanned battery depletion,
which may result in uniform battery-lifetime among devices. As a result, some
devices may require battery replacement more than other devices. In addition, collision affects the delay performance of resource reservation. Hence, we investigated
further to enhance the collision resolution procedure of cellular systems.
First, we investigated the impact of multiplicity on physical layer preamble detection. Multiplicity detection is a branch of the bigger collision problem where we
are certain about the multiplicity or the order of collision; we can use various techniques to resolve the collision at an early phase and with less retransmission effort.
In cellular systems (as discussed in Section 4.1), existing receivers with multiple
antennas cannot detect the correct multiplicity or order of collision efficiently. In
existing literature and standards, an optimistic assumption is taken to access the
collision characteristics. It is commonly assumed that the collision is detectable.
However, through our study, we observed that in case of a collision, this optimistic
assumption does not prevail. We characterised four sets of events that could take
place at the receiver or base station side. These are:
(i) The receiver detects a signature, and the preamble is correct.
(ii) The receiver detects a signature, but the preamble is wrong
(iii) The receiver detects a signature, but the detection procedure returns null
preamble due to perfect zero correlation properties.
(iv) The receiver detects a signature and correct preamble, but another device
with lower power level tries to transmit with the same preamble.
In most of the proposed RACH protocols, these assumptions are absent. However, according to our observations, more than 80% of the time, the base station
detects the wrong preamble. Our study suggests that, due to the many factor
involvements like noise, transmission power of devices, time difference of two signatures arrival at the base station, these played a role resulting in the wrong preamble
value detection. To exemplify, if two devices collide at preamble 2 at the base station, it may detect the collision at preamble 15. The null preamble and correct
1 As 5G NR antenna will support sectorised and isotropic antennas. The result excludes the
5G NR beamforming initial access procedure.
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preamble detection chances are 20% at the max. Therefore, if we design and implement a PRACH protocol by taking the optimistic assumption, we are probably only
dealing with 20% of the problem scope. Hence, we believe a realistic assumption
should be taken into account for cellular networks to support event-driven and public safety services. Further, we enhanced the multiplicity detection performance by
observing the frequency shift of devices. This method proved to give 80% correct
detection chance with 100% precision on collision order detection.
To handle all four collision events, we proposed a delay estimation-based randomaccess procedure in Section 4.2. The details of the method can be found in Papers
B and C. We exploited the propagation delay estimation and round-trip time information to resolve the congestion at MSG2. In addition, we showed that our
proposed method could enhance the resource utilisation performance of RAR or
MAG3, see Paper C.
Further, we explored the possibility of enabling network slicing as early as the
connection establishment period. We proposed a method (discussed in Section
4.3.2) to exploit and utilise the guard band to transmit one extra bit during the
MSG1 PRACH preamble transmission. Moreover, we used the preamble detection
and frequency offset-based collision order detection to prevail in learning based
semi-granted access. Our proposed algorithm shows the potentiality of learningbased semi-granted pool allocation to resolve undetectable collision by the receiver.
The key findings of this study are summarised as follows:
(i) With multi-antenna, a collision is detectable at the base station. However, the
wrong preamble detection rate is too high. Hence, we need to seek a realistic
device collision assumption to select the appropriate contention resolution
protocol, as the existing protocols recommended by the standardisation body
take the optimistic assumption for protocol validation.
(ii) Contention resolution and reliable resource allocation can be possible to avail
at the second step of RAR allocation. Learning based semi-granted RAR
pool allocation has the potential to achieve such granularity. As the study
in Section 4.3 showed, it is possible to map the collision to extra required
resources.
IoT service market domains are still at the preliminary stage of service provisioning. Most of the IoT services today are at the pilot phase of service exploration.
Thus, massive IoT will be the subject beyond 5G specifications. Due to slow adaptation of smart city services, we are going see a dense deployment of IoT sensors in
metro cities at the latest by 2030. Therefore, a random access and resource allocation for beyond 5G use cases would be highly relevant again in 10 years. In such a
context, this study will help policymakers, vendors, and operators to reassess the
recommended protocols for future standards and system implementations.
Meanwhile, developing countries that have implemented the LTE network in the
last five years can still adapt their system by making software updates to ensure the
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usage of LTE systems until they achieve their RoI. Furthermore, the results from
this thesis will be relevant for vendors who are finalising the implementation of 5G
products. Moreover, operators can benefit from this study as they can dimension
their RACH resources and RAR resources accordingly.

6.2

Findings and Implications of IoT Communication and
Platform Service Cost Structure Study

Commonly, techno-economic research is not included early on in the research agenda.
As one goes along the path to successful commercialisation, techno-economic analysis increasingly becomes important to be able to rationalise investment in continual
growth. Down this path, techno-economic studies provide insight into research areas where significant optimisation is needed to achieve cost efficiency. Accordingly,
this dissertation provides a framework that comprises network infrastructure, platform hardware, and platform software costs. We examined the IoT markets service
scalability issue from an economic viability perspective. We provided a comprehensive framework to study the cost breakdown of each of the above three segments
from both high- and low-level perspectives. In Paper F and G, we presented the
generic framework for IoT communication systems cost analysis. These included
C-IoT, LPLAN, and LPWAN technologies. One can compare all three genres of
technologies with a uniform framework. Then, we used the framework to illustrate
the cost breakdown and their causal changes under different scenario assumptions.
We presented eight different scenarios to study the cost drivers of a specific technology. In addition, we compared the cost viability of a specific service rollout.
We presented a generic framework for platform service provisioning cost analysis. Our generic framework provides the overall cost breakdown and the scalability
impact on different platform services provisioning options like PaaS, IaaS, and deployment of own data centre. The results in Paper D highlight that the concern
about PaaS service scalability is valid for service scalability. In addition, it verifies
the energy cost as a key constraint for datacentre-based platform provisioning. We
also showed how a platform provider can viably scale up their service by switching
services between PaaS and IaaS to their own data centre-based service provisioning. As is evident, all the big operators today are using Azure, IBM Watson, or
Amazon IoT-based PaaS to provide IoT platform service. Our study suggests that
it is only an initial step, valid while the IoT service market remains immature. The
moment the market gains traction and the user-to-device ratio is normalised, the
operators would have little freedom but to develop their own data centre-centric or
at least IaaS-centric platform services. The important thing to note here is that the
greater the growth of operators in the market (within the PaaS service context),
the stronger the lock-in effect will be, and the more it will affect the viability of
the service. Another important message derived from the results is that PaaS is
profitable for IoT solution providers who concentrate on multiple services within
one vertical only.
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From a high-level perspective, as discussed in Chapter 5, a low market-share
platform is the main cost driver, whereas in the case of high market-share, the device
cost would be the prominent cost for cellular IoT technologies. However, in both
cases, platform cost is the deciding factor of overall service cost efficiency. Although
device cost was identified as a crucial factor for network selection, our results argue
that instead, it is the platform cost and platform deployment strategy that should
lead the technology selection for a service provider. C-IoT operators who also
provide platform services, perhaps, can take a different strategy by subsidizing
the devices to make to competitive to other low-cost IoT communication module.
Alternatively, they can collaborate with the service provider and hardware vendor
to take different strategies to low down the device cost. Our study suggests that
the C-IoT’s incumbent operators will actually have the freedom to influence the
device cost at the same time can still assure profitability.
Key findings of this study are:
(i) Platform cost is the key cost factor of IoT service provisioning for CSPs.
However, the software development cost is highly reliant upon the geolocation
where the software is developed. As we have considered Sweden in this case,
the cost was high because the average salary of a developer is higher than in
other parts of the world.
(ii) Cost drivers: the message intensity and device count are the key cost drivers
valid both for platform and network cost structure. Change of future service
data granularity and duty cycle needs to be considered when designing a
platform service.
(iii) Another cost driver specific to platform service scalability is the horizontal
service provisioning impact as we can see from our study that horizontal
service exponentially increases the cost.
(iv) PaaS is valid for IoT service providers.
(v) Cross deployment or a gradual shift towards IaaS during the operational year
is the most cost-efficient path.
(vi) Energy cost is the key element of global platform actors’ cost structure.
(vii) For medium and small platform business owners, software development and
maintenance are the key cost.
(viii) Among the LPWAN technologies, LoRaWAN is cost-efficient. However, the
impact of interference in the ISM band needs further study. The only way
to limit the interference problem is by limiting the device activity and the
number of devices that imply concerns on the scalability restrictions.
(ix) Among the C-IoT technologies, EC-GSM and LTE-M are more profitable
than NB-IoT solutions.
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Cost study is useful for CSP and platform providers, especially SMEs and large
operators to understand how the change of assumed service usage can impact on
their cost budget. This study shows the causal effect on very restricted scenarios
that certainly depend on a set of assumptions. However, the framework and the
tool provide a unique opportunity for IoT actors to comprehend the possible strategies they should consider. As the sensitivity analysis upholds and proves the two
concerns of PaaS scalability and large-scale deployment of platform service concerns with energy consumptions, we can claim that this tool will give an underlying
cost-effect analysis with reasonable accuracy.

6.3

Limitations

Like any research, we make assumptions to simplify the facts and phenomena to
focus on one problem at a time. In multiplicity detection research, we only consider the static devices as we are more interested in understanding the effect of a
collision on preamble detection performance. Initial access research only focuses
on replicating the scenario with low mobility; in this case, the devices speed was
set to 0-3 km/hr. However, the impact of mobility on our proposed scheme should
be studied thoroughly, as this can imply the deviation of the mis and false detection rate. Furthermore, this study does not consider the beamforming case. As
our target devices are rather a low cost and simple design devices, we assumed
that beamforming would not be relevant for such a service case. In the case of
the pool-based semi-granted resource allocation, we did not compare the learning
method with other possible learning methods. Instead, we compared the proposed
algorithm with state-of-the-art algorithms. For the learning algorithm case, we
checked the feasibility of a supervised learning method in the scope of early phase
resource allocation, where we had a minimal set of information at the connection
establishing phase. Indeed, we realise that for implementation, we need a feedback
loop to evaluate the result to adapt to the period. In such a case, feasibility of
unsupervised learning should be included in future research. Furthermore, all the
results are compared with methods that are proposed in the standards.
Moreover, in the economic cost analysis, we studied a high-level casual impact
of service provisioning to characterise the influence of cost and business strategy on
technology selection and scalability strategy decision making. As all the numbers
represent a very significant difference, we claim that we did not lose the detail in the
proposed tool. However, we only considered limited interference impact on packet
error rate. Other technologies on the ISM band were not considered in this study.
Future work should include a complete interference impact model to reevaluate the
cost. Further, as we did not consider the revenue and market strategies and details
of the country-specific policies, this result presents a fraction of the profitability.
Consideration of revenue, cost, collaboration, and cooperation among actors of
complex ecosystems may change the overall outcome of the profitability result.
This will, indeed, affect the technology selection decision. Hence, we recognise
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the urgency of comprehensive multidisciplinary research to understand the overall
economic aspect of IoT service provisioning.

Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work
This dissertation has examined initial access, collision detection, resolution, and
resource allocation for C-IoT connectivity services. Besides, it has focused on IoT
connectivity and platform service cost drivers to underpin the viable scenarios of
C-IoT technologies. To conclude, this chapter summarises the answers to the main
research questions. Then, the chapter is concluded with a few suggestions for future
work.
CRQ1: Where is the fundamental scalability limit of cellular systems
initial access procedure?
CRQ2: What factors are driving the costs of IoT connectivity and
platform services, and why?

7.1

Concluding Remarks

Chapter 4 highlights the congestion and scalability issues to support large-scale heterogeneous IoT services, whereas cost structure analysis of IoT service provisioning
from a communication service perspective is discussed in Chapter 5.

7.1.1

Multiplicity Detection, Contention Resolution, and
Resource Allocation

Massive IoT traffic arrival problems have attracted profound attention in the literature, and sophisticated solutions have been proposed for addressing the problem
at MAC layer, whilst the multiplicity effect on preamble detection has been neglected in most of the existing solutions. The massive IoT traffic arrival could be
addressed by a large amount of resource provisioning and advanced collision resolution techniques. However, how realistic is the underline assumption of the collision
resolution validation methods is not well studied. Especially in a preamble detection case, how does the collision affect the signature detection? To what extent does
affect the preamble detection? If the collision impact on detection is significant,
95
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how can we enhance the multiplicity detection and contention resolution method?
These questions have not yet been fully addressed. Our study reveals that, due
to the power control and path loss experienced by different transmission devices,
the collision in most of the time ends up profoundly affecting the sequence detection performance. The correlation of reference sequence with received multiplex
sequence from more than one transmitter results in a wrong value from the device
originally transmitted. The probability of such detection is more than 80%, which
does not just affect the devices battery lifetime but profoundly affects the control
channel resource utilisation performance. To solve such a problem, we propose a
delay aware contention resolution method that can enhance the initial access performance in any collision case. Additionally, we also contribute to improving the
multiplicity detection by proposing carrier frequency shift-based multiplicity detection. Such a detection mechanism performs better than existing detection methods,
even in low SNR cases, whilst at the same time significantly increasing the chances
of detecting the order of collision in a received sequence.
We broaden the carrier frequency offset idea to enable network slicing at the
physical layer, by enabling two-bit information transmission with the initial signature transmission. In our proposed method, the base station would be able to
characterise four services, namely: i) massive IoT, ii) URLLC, iii) V2X/Voice and
iv) xMBB. With such an enabler, the network will be able to ensure or prioritise
access, based on the QoS from the very first stage.
Finally, we used the traditional preamble detection method along with the proposed carrier frequency shift-based multiplicity detection per RACH period to detect the collision order with an error rate. Then we utilised the supervised learning
based semi-granted pool resource allocation algorithm on assigning a resource pool
to the collided devices, where the pool size is optimised through the learning algorithm. We showed that the neural network-based machine-learning algorithm could
optimise the pool size with precision.
With regard to the research question ’Where is the fundamental scalability limit of cellular systems initial access procedure?’ The initial access
fundamental scalability limit is lies at the physical layer detection precision. As the
order of collision is not precisely detectable, and the collision results in an incorrect
preamble detection (explained in Section 4.1), MAC level contention resolution in
such a case cannot always be sufficient, unless we consider this phenomenon. Furthermore, we can say present C-IoT’s initial access mechanism can support massive
heterogeneous services scalability. Indeed, we can handle the scalability issue, and
there are many prospective solutions and protocols are proposed in the literature.
We also proposed three key schemes to enable heterogeneous IoT services with
C-IoT’s initial access procedure. However, when it comes to implementation, we
would instead emphasise careful validation of the proposed solutions with realistic
assumptions, to ensure that the right methods are chosen to serve the core purpose.
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Cost Structure Analysis of IoT Connectivity, and
Platform Services

A simple methodology was proposed as a means to estimate the economic costeffectiveness of IoT connectivity and platform services. For this purpose, IoT radio
access networks’ dimensioning and economic models have been assembled to facilitate a comparison of low power wide area networks, low power local area networks,
and cellular IoT. In this model, coverage range, message intensity, cells’ section
configuration, and device capacity per base station or access point were used to
characterise different IoT communication technologies cost structure. To elucidate
the IoT platform services cost, hardware, software and network backhaul requirements were considered. These models are suitable for an assessment of the cost
structure and the profitability of different IoT communication and platform technologies options and their deployment configurations.
Using the proposed frameworks, the cost-effectiveness of technologies and platforms have been studied. To answer to the previously stated question ’What
factors are driving the costs of IoT connectivity and platform services
and why?’ we need to analyse the results from three services perspective: i) IoT
communication service ii) IoT platform service, and iii) IoT solution service. Operations and maintenance costs are the fundamental cost for IoT communication
service providers who want to give the communication service only. In addition,
for the rollout of IoT communication technologies, equipment cost is the key driver
for brownfield operators where site building costs are still remarkably significant
for greenfield operators. As brownfield actors can reuse their existing site for rollout, only the network equipment cost becomes the main factor. However, for new
market entrants building a new site or leasing new sites can be significantly higher
than the equipment cost.
Furthermore, from a scalability perspective, the key cost drivers for communication service providers are message intensity and number of users. As the LPWA
services run on ISM band or use narrow bands and limited bandwidth, the technologies are profoundly limited to these two parameters. As a result, the changing
of message intensity or user density affect the cost structure profoundly.
For platform service, the software development cost is subjectively associated
with the place of development and the developer’s wages. Hence, it is significant
to the small to the medium-sized platform provider. On the contrary, for incumbent platform players, installation cost and electricity cost are still significant, as
they need to deploy the platform in different geolocations. However, in all these
cases, message intensity affects the hardware cost as well as the PaaS service cost,
depending on the type of platform deployment options an actor pursues. The load
balancers’ requirement of larger computation capacity increases with the increasing
message intensity. For instance, if N number of devices sends messages per second,
the platform not only needs to receive N messages per second but also process,
translate, and distribute all those messages to M APIs per second. Therefore, a
platform deals NÃM number of messages. This affects the hardware dimensioning
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cost structure as well as the PaaS ruling table. For platform services the second cost
driver is the horizontal service provisioning. This increases the number of users as
well as the cost to address new vertical specific functionalities development, which
is missing in the platform and need to address.
From the IoT solution provider’s perspective, IoT solution integration requires
sensors, a communication module, and platform to create a complete set of basic
services. Other elements may be required based on the service requirements. Thus,
the IoT solution providers choose the cheapest module to integrate that is viable
from the business point of view. Then the communication module cost and cheapest
platform service cost is the main inferred cost driver.
Finally, from the perspective of a CSP who wants to provide platform and communication service, platform cost is the dominant cost factor that has a significant
effect on the CSPs cost structure. Irrespective of user density, the platform cost is
always the key cost driver. So, we can conclude with the remark that cost-efficient
platform development and right deployment strategies are the keys to achieving
profitability from an IoT communication and platform provider’s perspective. Indeed, other factors can rule out these implications, and our results reflect the implications in the limited field of our assumptions space. There may be many other
factors that can influence this result.

7.2

Future Work

The future work of contention resolution and collision allocation can focus on learning systems-based collision detection. As in our study, we show the possibility to
preamble detection and collision rate; one can extend that with users’ activity perdition over time and can optimise the radio access with the learning-based algorithm.
Our learning-based resource allocation algorithm is optimised with a supervised
learning tool. We analyse the multiplicity affect for the Zadoff-Chu sequence; one
can research on a more vigorous sequence that shows the autocorrelation properties
in collision cases more pervasively.
Future work should include a detailed analysis of interference impact in ISM
band for C-IoT, LPLAN, and LPWAN systems. This will help to increase the
precision of the framework. In addition, for platform software development cost
framework, one can be analysed and enhance the framework by reassessing the cost
driver tables values with real-world platform project data-based project analysis.
Furthermore, Blockchain as an emerging technology will require vast usage in IoT
platform and IoT service domain to achieve contactless service provisioning. In this
case, it should be analysed how the cost structure will be benefited from Blockchainbased platform services. The platform-based service provisioning is leading the
digital transformation in every possible field. In this thesis, we only consider the IoT
communication and service platform cost infrastructures. Future techno-economic
research should extend the focus to other platform services profitability.
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